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Inaugural Address

Delivered to the University of St. Andrews

IN COMPLYING %'ITH THF CUSTOMwhich prescribes that the person whom you have

called by )'our suffrages to the honorary presidency of your Umversltx should

embody in an Address a few thoughts on the subjects which most nearly concern a

seat of liberal education: let me begin by saying, that this usage appears to me

highly commendable Education. in its larger sense, is one of the most

inexhaustible of all topics. Though there is hardly any subject on _hlch so much
has been written, bv so many of the wisest men. it is as fresh to those who come to

it _,ith a fresh mind. a mind not hopelessly filled full with other people'_

conclusions, as it was to the first explorers of it' and notwithstanding the great

mass of excellent things which have been said respecting it. no thoughtful person

finds an)' lack of things both great and small still waiting to be sa_d, or waiting to be

developed and followed out to their consequences Education. moreover, is one of

the subjects which most essentlall) reqmre to be considered bx various minds, and

from a variety of points of viex_ For, of all many-sided subjects, it is the one which
has the greatest number of sides. Not only does it include whatever we do for

ourselves, and whatever is done for us by others, for the express purpose of

bringing us somewhat nearer to the perfection of our nature: it does more. m its

largest acceptation, it comprehends even the redirect effects produced on character

and on the human faculties, by things of which the direct purposes are quite

different, by laws, by forms of government, bs the industrial arts. b_ modes of

socml life; nay even by physical facts not dependent on human x_fll: b_ climate.

soft, and local position. Whatever helps to shape the human being, to make the

individual what he is, or hinder him from being what he is not--is part of his

education. And a ve_ , bad education it often is: reqmnng all that can be done bx

cultivated intelligence and will. to counteract its tendencies. To take an obvious

instance; the niggardliness of Nature m some places, bx engrossing the _hole

energies of the human being m the mere preservanon of hfe. and her over-bountx

in others, affording a sort of brutish subsistence on too easy terms, w lth hardl) an_

exertion of the human faculties, are both hostile to the spontaneous gro_ th and
development of the mind: and it is at those two extremes of the scale that we find

human societies in the state of most unmitigated savage_ 1 shall confine m_ self.
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however, to education in the narrower sense: the culture which each generation
purposely gives to those who are to be its successors, in order to qualify them for at
least keeping up, and if possible for raising, the level of improvement which has
been attained. Nearly all here present are dally occupied either in receiving or m
giving this sort of education: and the part of it which most concerns you at present
is that in which you are yourselves engaged--the stage of educanon which _s the
appointed business of a national Umverslty.

The proper function of an University in national education Is tolerably well
understood. At least there is a tolerably general agreement about what an
University is not. It is not a place of professional education. Umversities are not

intended to teach the knowledge required to fit men for some special mode of
gaining their hvelihood. Their object is not to make skilful lawyers, or physicians,
or engineers, but capable and cultivated human beings. It is veD' right that there
should be public facilities for the study of professions. It is well that there should
be Schools of Law, and of Medicine. and it would be welt if there were schools of

engineering, and the industrial arts. The countries which have such restitutions are

greatly the better for them; and there _ssomething to be sa_d for having them m the
same localities, and under the same general superintendence, as the estabhshments

devoted to education properly so called. But these things are no part of what eve_'
generation owes to the next, as that on which its cwihzation and worth wall

pnnclpally depend. They are needed only by a comparatively few, who are under
the strongest private inducements to acquire them by their own efforts, and even
those few do not require them until after their education, m the ordinary sense, has
been completed. Whether those whose speciality they are, will learn them as a
branch of intelhgence or as a mere trade, and whether, having learnt them, they
will make a wise and conscientious use of them or the reverse, depends less on the
manner m which they are taught their profession, than upon what sort of minds
they bnng to it--what kind of intelligence, and of conscience, the general system
of education has developed in them. Men are men before they are lawyers, or

physicians, or merchants, or manufacturers: and if you make them capable and
sensible men, they will make themselves capable and sensible lawyers or
physicmns. What professional men should carry away with them from an
University, is not professional knowledge, but that which should direct the use of

their professional knowledge, and bring the light of general culture to illuminate
the technicalities of a specml pursuit. Men may be competent lawyers without
general education, but it depends on general education to make them philosophic
lawyers--who demand, and are capable of apprehending, principles, instead of
merely cramming their memory with details. And so of all other useful pursuits,
mechanical included. Education makes a man a more intelhgent shoemaker, if that

be his occupation, but not by teaching him how to make shoes: it does so by the
mental exercise it gives, and the habits it impresses.

This, then, is what a mathematician would call the higher hmit of Universit)
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education: its province ends where education, ceasing to be general, branches off
into departments adapted to the mdwidual's destination m hfe. The lo_er hmit is

more difficult to define. An University is not concerned with elementary
mstrucnon: the pupil is supposed to have acqmred that before coming here. But
where does elementarj., instruction end, and the higher studies begin'.' Some have
given a ve_ wide extension to the Idea of elementary instruction. According to
them, it is not the office of an University to give mstruction in single branches of
knowledge from the commencement. What the pupil should be taught here Ithe)
think), is to methodize his knowledge, to look at eve_' separate part of it in its
relation to the other parts, and to the whole, combining the parnal ghmpses which
he has obtained of the field of human knowledge at different points, into a general
map, if I may so speak, of the entire region; observing how all knowledge is
connected, how we ascend to one branch by means of another, hob the h_gher
modifies the lower, and the lower helps us to understand the higher: hob everx
existing reality is a compound of man)' properties, of which each science or
distinct mode of stud) reveals but a small part. but the whole of which must be
included to enable us to knov, it trul) as a fact m Nature, and not as a mere
abstraction.

This last stage of general education, destined to give the pupil a comprehensive
and connected view of the things which he has already learnt separatel), includes a
philosophic stud)' of the Methods of the sciences: the modes in which the human

intellect proceeds from the known to the unknown. We must be taught to

generahze our concepnon of the resources which the human mind possesses for the
exploration of nature; to understand how man discovers the real facts of the world,
and by what tests he can judge whether he has reall_ found them. And doubtless
this is the crown and consummation of a liberal education: but before we restrict an

University to this highest department of instrucnon--before we confine it to

teaching, not knowledge, but the philosophy of knowledge--we must be assured
that the knowledge itself has been acquired elsewhere. Those who take this xlew of
the function of an University are not wrong m thinking that the schools, as
distinguished from the universmes, ought to be adequate to teaching ex er3 branch
of general instruction reqmred by youth, so far as it can be studied apart from the
rest. But where are such schools to be found'? Since science assumed _ts modern
character, nowhere: and in these islands less even than elsewhere. This ancient

kingdom, thanks to its great religious reformers, had the inestimable advantage.

denied to its southern sister, of excellent parish schools, which gave, reall) and not
in pretence, a considerable anaount of valuable hterar_ mstrucnon to the bulk of the

population, two centuries earlier than m any other country But schools of a still
higher description have been, even m Scotland, so fe_ and inadequate, that the

Universities have had to perform largely the funcnons which ought to be
performed by schools; receiving students at an earl)' age, and undertaking not onl)
the work for which the schools should have prepared them. but much of the
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preparation itself. Every Scottish University _snot an University only, but a High
School, to supply the deficiency of other schools. And if the English Universities
do not do the same, it is not because the same need does not exist, but because it is

disregarded. Youths come to the Scottish Universities ignorant, and are there
taught. The majority of those who come to the Enghsh Umversities come still more
ignorant, and ignorant the)' go away.

In point of fact, therefore, the office of a Scottish University comprises the
whole of a liberal education, from the foundations upwards. And the scheme of
your Universities has, almost from the beginning, really aimed at including the
whole, both in depth and in breadth. You have not, as the English Universities so
long did, confined all the stress of your teaching, all your real effort to teach,
within the limits of two subjects, the classical languages and mathematics. You did
not wait till the last few years to establish a Natural Science and a Moral Science

Tripos. Instruction in both those departments wa,s organized long ago: and your
teachers of those subjects have not been nominal professors, who did not lecture:
some of the greatest names in physical and m moral science have taught m your
Universities, and by their teaching contributed to form some of the most

distingmshed intellect_ of the last and present centuries. To comment upon the
course of education at the Scottish Universities is to pass in review ever3' essential
department of general culture. The best use, then, which I am able to make of the

present occasion, is to offer a few remarks on each of those departments,
considered in its relation to human cultivation at large: adverting to the nature of
the claims which each has to a place in liberal education: m what special manner
they each conduce to the improvement of the individual mind and the benefit of the

race: and how they all conspire to the common end, the strengthening, exalting.
puri_'ing, and beauti_'lng of our common nature, and the fitting out of mankind
with the necessar 3 mental implements for the work they have to perform through
life.

Let me first say a few words on the great controversy of the present day with
regard to the higher education, the difference which most broadly divides
educational reformers and conservatwes: the vexed question between the ancient
languages and the modem sciences and arts: whether general education should be

classical--let me use a wider expression, and say literary---or scientific. A dispute
as endlessly, and often as fruttlessly agttated as that old controversy which it

resembles, made memorable by the names of Swift and Str William Temple in

England and Fontenelle m France--the contest for superiority between the
ancients and the moderns. !*i This question, whether we should be taught the

i*Jonathan Swift, A Full and TrueAccount ((the Battle FoughtLast I:rtda3. between the
Ancient and the Modern Book,s m St. James's Library 117041.m WorLd.ed. WalterScott,
19vols. (Edinburgh: Constable; London. White, et al.: Dubhn. Cummmg, 1814), Vol X1.
pp. 213-60; William Temple. "'An Essay upon the Ancient and Modem Learning'" (16901.
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classics or the sciences, seems to me, 1 confess, very like a dispute whether

painters should cultivate drawing or colouring, or. to use a more homel)
illustration, whether a tailor should make coats or trousers, I can onl? repl) b_ the
question, why not both? Can anything deserve the name of a good educat,on which
does not include literature and science too? If there were no more to be said than

that scientific education teaches us to think, and literary education to express our
thoughts, do we not require both'? and is not any one a poor. maimed, lopsided
fragment of humanit`' who is deficmnt m either'? We are not obliged to ask
ourselves whether it is more important to know the language_ or the sciences
Short as life IS. and shorter still as we make it by the time we waste on things _ h_ch
are neither business, nor meditation, nor pleasure, we are not so badlx off that our

scholars need be ignorant of the laws and properties of the world the_ hve m. or our
scientific men destitute of poetic feeling and artisnc cultivation I am amazed at the
limited conception which man,, educational reformers have formed to themselves
of a human being's power of acquisition The ,,tudv of science, thex trulx sax. is

indispensable: our present education neglects it. there i_ truth m thl,, ton. though _t
is not all truth, and the,,' think It xmpossible to find room for the studm_ wh_ch the_

desire to encourage, but by' turning out. at least from general educauon, those
which are now chiefly culnvated. How absurd, thev tax. that the whole of
boyhood should be taken up in acquiring an imperfect kno,,vledge of tx_o dead
languages Absurd indeed: but i,, the human mind's capacit) to learn, measured b\
that of Eton and Westminster to teach': l should prefer to tee these reformers
pointing thmr attacks against the shameful mefficmnc_ of the school,,, public and
pnvate, which pretend to teach these two language,, and do not 1 ,houtd like to
hear them denounce the wretched methods of teaching, and the criminal idtenes.,
and supineness, which waste the entire bovhood of the pupils a ithout really glxmg
to most of them more than a smattering, if even that. of the onlx kind ot knot_ ledge
which Is even pretended to be cared for. Let us tr`' what conscmnt_ou., and intelli-
gent teaching can do, before we presume to decide what cannot be done.

Scotland has on the whole, m this respect, been conslderablx more fortunate
than England. Scotch youths have never found it lmpos,qble to lea_e .,,choolor the
university having learnt somewhat of other thlng_ betides Greek and Latin. and
why"?Because Greek and Latin have been better taught A beginning of classical
instruction has all along been made m the common schools: and the common
schools of Scotland, like her Umverslties, have never been the mere sham_ that the

English Universities were dunng the last century, and the greater part of the
English classical schools still are. The only tolerable Latin grammar.,, for school
purposes that 1know of, which had been produced m these islands until xe_ latelx.

m Works, 4 vols. (London. Rivmgton. ct al . 18141.Vol Ill. pp 4.-14-518.and Bernard Lc
Bovter de Fontenelle. Dtgre.ssion sur le_anclens et h's mo&'rncs t 1688_.m Oem te._.ne_
ed., 10 vols. (Paris Llbrmres assoclds. 1766L Vol IV. pp 1(_9-t)8]
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were written by Scotchmen. I*j Reason, Indeed, is beginning to find its way by

gradual infiltration even into English schools, and to maintain a contest, though as
yet a very unequal one, against routine. A few practical reformers of school
tuition, of whom Arnold was the most eminent, have made a beginning of
amendment in many things: but reforms, worth) of the name, are always slow, and
reform even of governments and churches is not so slow as that of schools, for

there is the great preliminary difficulty of fashioning the instruments: of teaching
the teachers. If all the improvements in the mode of teaching languages which are

already sanctioned by experience, were adopted into our classical schools, we
should soon cease to hear of Latin and Greek as studies which must engross the

school years, and render impossible any other acquirements. If a boy learnt Greek
and Latin on the same principle on which a mere child learns wlth such ease and
rapidity any modern language, namely, by acquiring some familiarity with the
vocabulary by practice and repetition, before being troubled with grammatical
rules--those rules being "acquired with tenfold greater facility when the cases to

which they apply are already familiar to the mind; an average schoolboy, long
before the age at which schooling terminates, would be able to read fluently and
with intelligent interest any ordinary Latin or Greek author in prose or verse,
would have a competent knowledge of the grammatical structure of both langu-
ages. and have had time besides for an ample amount of scientific Instruc-
tion. I might go much further; but I am as unwilling to speak out all that 1 think
practicable in this matter, as George Stephenson was about railways, when he
calculated the average speed of a train at ten miles an hour, because if he had
estimated it higher, the practical men would have turned a deaf ear to him, as that
most unsafe character in their estimation, an enthusiast and a visionary. The results

have shewn, in that case, who was the real practical man. What the results would
shew in the other case, 1 will not attempt to anticipate. But 1 will say confidentl).
that if the two classical languages were properly taught, there would be no need
whatever for ejecting them from the school course, in order to have sufficient time
for everything else that need be included therein.

Let me say a few words more on this strangely limited estimate of what it is

possible for human beings to learn, resting on a tacit assumption that they are
already as efficiently taught as they ever can be. So narrow a conception not only

[*E.g., John Malr, An lntroductton toLatin Syntax (Edinburgh. Paton. et al . 1750.man,,
subsequent eds. ), which was used b? Mill m instructing his sisters Isee Autobtography and
LzteraryEssays, ed. John M. Robson and Jack Stilhnger, C14',Vol. 1 [Toronto.Umverslt,,
of Toronto Press, 1981], pp. 568-9): Hugh Christie. A Grammar oJ the Latin Tongue
(Edinburgh. Donaldson, 1758, many subsequent eds.): and Thomas Ruddlman, Th_
Rudiments of theLann Tongue (Edinburgh. the Author. 1714), often rmssued, for example
as edited by another Scot. John Hunter ICupar' Tulhs. Edinburgh: Ohver and Boy&
London. Whittaker, Glasgow: Tumbull: Dubhn: Johnson and Deas, 18201.1

a a225[for a draft ofthts section, see Appendix D]
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vitiates our idea of education, but actually, if we receive it, darkens our
anticipations as to the future progress of mankind. For _fthe Inexorable conditions

of human life make it useless for one man to attempt to know more than one thing.
what is to become of the human intellect as facts accumulate? In eve_ generation,
and now more rapidly than ever. the things _hlch _t _snecessa_ that somebody

should know are more and more multlphed. Eve D department of knov, ledge
becomes so loaded with details, that one who endeavours to kno_ it with minute

accuracy, must confine himself to a smaller and smaller portion of the whole
extent: eyeD' science and art must be cut up into subdivisions, until each man's
portion, the district which he thoroughly knows, bears about the same ratio to the
whole range of useful knowledge that the art of putting on a pin's head does to the
field of human industry. Now. if in order to know that httle completely. It is
necessary to remain wholly ignorant of all the rest. what will soon be the worth of a
man, for any human purpose except his own infinitesimal fraction of human _ ants
and requirements _' His state will be even worse than that of simple ignorance
Experience proves that there _sno one stud)' or pursmt, _h_ch. practised to the
exclusion of all others, does not narrow and per_'ert the mind: breeding in it a cta,,,s
of prejudices special to that pursuit, besides a general prejudice, common to all
narrow specialities, against large views, from an incapacxt_ to take m and
appreciate the grounds of them. We should have to expect that human nature

would be more and more dwarfed, and unfitted for great things, b_ its _er_
proficiency in small ones. But matters are not so bad with us. there _sno ground for
so drea D an anticipation. It xsnot the utmost hmit of human acquirement to know
only one thing, but to combine a minute knowledge of one or a fe_ things v,lth a
general knowledge of many things. By a general knowledge I do not mean a fe_
vague impressions. An eminent man, one of whose writings is part of the course of
this Umversity, Archbishop Whatel). has,,well &scnmmated between a general
knowledge and a superficial knowledge. I*' To have a general knowledge of a
subject IS to know only its leading truths, but to know these not superfic_all) but
thoroughly, so as to have a true conception of the subject m its great features,
leaving the minor details to those who require them for the purposes of their special
pursuit. There is no incompatibility between knowing a wide range of _ubject_ up

to this point, and some one subject with the completeness reqmred b', those _ ho
make it their pnnclpal occupation. It is this combination which gives an
enlightened pubhc: a body of cultivated intellects, each taught b) its attainments in
its own province what real knowledge is, and knowing enough of other subjects to
be able to &scern who are those that know them better. The amount of kno_ ledge

is not to be lightly estimated, which qualifies us for judging to whom we mat have
recourse for more. The elements of the more important studies being _ldelx
diffused, those who have reached the higher summits find a public capable of

[*See Richard Whatel). Element._qfLogw _London Ma_ man. 18261,pp xl:-x:_ )
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appreciating their superiority, and prepared to follow their lead. It is thus too that

minds are formed capable of guiding and improving public opinion on the greater
concerns of practical hfe. Government and civil society are the most complicated
of all subjects accessible to the human mind. and he who would deal competently
with them as a thinker, and not as a blind follower of a part)', requires not only a
general knowledge of the leading facts of hfe, both moral and maternal, but an
understanding exercised and disciplined in the principles and rules of sound
thinking, up to a point which neither the experience of life. nor any one science or
branch of knowledge, affords. Let us understand, then. that _tshould be our aim in

learning, not merel) to know the one thing which is to be our principal occupation.
as well as it can be known, but to do this and also to know something of all the great
subjects of human interest taking care to know that something accurately: marking
well the dividing line betv_een what we know accuratelx and what we do not: and

remembering that our object should be to obtain a true view of nature and hfe in

their broad outline, and that it is idle to throw aw'a_ ume upon the details oI
anything which is to Iorm no part of the occupation of our pracuca] energies

It by no means follows, however, that every useful branch of general, as distinct
from professional, knowledge, should be included m the cumculum of school or
umvers_tv studies. There are things which are better learnt out of school, or when

the school )'ears, and even those usuall) passed m a Scottish un)vers_t), are over I

do not agree with those reformers who would give a regular and prominent place m
the school or umversltv course to modern languages. Th_s _snot because I attach
small _mportance to the knowledge ot them. No one can in our age be esteemed a

well-instructed person who is not familiar w,ith at least the French language, so as
to read French books with ease: and there is great use in cultivating a famlhamt)
with German. But hying languages are so much more easily acqmred by
intercourse with those who use them m dail) hfe: a few months m the country

itself, if properly employed, go so much farther than as man) years of school
lessons: that it _s really waste of ume )or those to whom that eas_er mode is
attainable, to labour at them with no help but that of books and masters: and _twill

in time be made attainable, through international schools and colleges, to man_
more than at present. Universities do enough to facilitate the study of modern

languages, if the)" give a mastery over that ancient language which is the
foundation of most of them, and the possession of which makes it easier to learn
four or five of the continental languages than _t_sto learn one of them without _t

Again, it has always seemed to me a great absurdity that hlsto_' and geograph 5
should be taught in schools, except in elementary, schools for the children of the
labouring classes, whose subsequent access to books is hmlted. Who ever reallx
learnt history and geograph) except by private reading? and what an utter failure a

system of education must be, if It has not g_ven the pupil a sufficient taste for
reading to seek for himself those most attractive and easily mtelhgible of all kinds
of knowledge? Besides, such historn' and geography as can be taught in schools
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exercise none of the faculties of the intelligence except the memor,, An Umvers)tv

is indeed the place where the student should be introduced to the PhilosoptL_ of
History': where Professors who not merely knov, the facts but have exercised their
minds on them. should Initiate him into the causes and explanation, so Iar a_ v,lthln
our reach, of the past life of mankind in ItS pnnclpal features. Historical criticism
also--the tests of historical truth--are a subject to which his attention ma`, well be
drawn in this stage of his education. But of the mere facts of hxstor_, as commonl`,

accepted, what educated vouth of any mental activity does not learn as much as _s
necessary', if he is simply turned loose into an historical library '_What he needs on
this, and on most other matters of common mformat_on. _s not that he should be

taught it in boyhood, but that abundance of books should be acce_slble to hma.

The only languages, then, and the only hterature, to v,'hlch I would alloa a place
m the ordinal 3 cumculum, are those of the Greeks and Romans, and to these i

would preserve the posmon in it v,'hlch the`, at present occup). That pontoon _s
justified, by the great value, m education, of knov, mg v,ell some other cult)vatcd
language and literature than one's ov,n, and b`, the pecuhar value of tho_e
particular languages and hteratures

There is one purel,_ intellectual benefit from a know ledge of language._. _ hlch 1
am specially desirous to dwell on. Those who have _enousl_ reflected on the

causes of human error, have been deepb mlpressed v,lth the tendency o1 mankind

to m_stake" words for things. Without entering into the metaph? s_cs of the sub ect.
we know how common _tis to use v,ords ghbl,, and v,lth apparent prophet 3 . and to
accept them confidently when used b`, others, v,_thout ever haxlng had an_ d_stmct
conception of the things denoted b`, them To quote again from Archbishop
Whatel), it is the haNt of mankind to mistake lamdiarlt`, Ior accurate knm_-

ledge.l* i As v,'e seldom think of asking the nleamng of v,hat v,e _ee e_erx da\. ,,o

when our ears are used to the sound of a v,ord or a phrase, v,.edo not suspect that it
conveys no clear idea to our minds, and that v,'e should ha_ e the utmo.,,t dffficult_ in
defining it, or expressing, m an', other v,ords, v,'hat we think we understand b`, _t
Nov, it Is obvious in v,hat manner this bad haNt tends to be corrected b`, the

practice of translating with accurac`, from one language to another, and hunting
out the meanings exprebsed m a vocabular 3 v,lth v, hlch we ha_ e not grov, n famlhar
bv early and constant use. l hardl_ knov, an3 greater proof of the extraordmar_
genius of the Greeks. than that the', were able to make such brllhant ach_e_emenb

m abstract thought, knowing, as the3 general b did. no language but their ov,n But
the Greeks did not escape the effects of this deficlenc_ Their greatest mtellect_.
those who laid the foundation ot phdosoph) and of all our intellectual culture.
Plato and Aristotle, are continually led av,a`, b', v,'ords: m_stakmg the accident', of

language for real relatmns m nature, and supposing that things v,hlch have the

[*See ibid., p. _74, and cf Whatel_'s tntro,/uctor_ Lc,'turc_ _,nP_,/m_a/ E_,mom_
t1831).2nded, tLondon Fello_es. 18321, p __4 ]
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same name m the Greek tongue must be the same in their own essence. There is a
well-known saying of Hobbes, the far-reaching significance of whlch you will
more and more appreclate in proportion to the growth of your own intellect:
"'Words are the counters of wise men, but the money of fools. ''I*I With the wise
man a word stands for the fact which it represents: to the fool it is itself the fact. To
carry on Hobbes' metaphor, the counter is far more likely to be taken for merely
what it is, by those who are in the habit of using man)' different kinds of counters.
But besides the advantage of possessing another cultivated language, there is a
further consideration equally important. Without knowing the language of a

people, we never really know their thoughts, their feelings, and their type of
character: and unless we do possess this knowledge, of some other people than
ourselves, we remain, to the hour of our death, with our intellects only half

expanded Look at a youth who has never been out of his family circle: he never
dreams of any other opinions or ways of thinking than those he has been bred up in:
or, if he has heard of any such, attributes them to some moral defect, or inferiority
of nature or educanon. If his family are Tory,, he cannot concmve the possibility of

being a Liberal; if Liberal, of being a Top,. What the notions and habits of a single
family are to a boy who has had no intercourse bevond it. the notions and habits of
his own country are to him who is ignorant of eveD other. Those notions and habits
are to him human nature itself: whatever varies from them is an unaccountable

aberration which he cannot mentally realize: the idea that any other ways can be
right, or as near an approach to right as some of his o_n, is inconceivable to him.
This does not merely close his eyes to the many thlng_ which eyeD' country still has
to learn from others: it hinders eyeD" country from reaching the improvement
which it could otherwise attain by itself. We are not likely to correct any of our

opinions or mend an?' of our ways. unless we begin b._ conceiving that the_ are
capable of amendment: but merely to know that foreigners think differently from
ourselves, without understanding wh? they do so, or what they really do think,
does but confirm us in our self-conceit, and connect our national vanit_ with the

preservation of our own pecuharities. Improvement consists in bringing our
opinions into nearer agreement with facts: and we shall not be likely to do this
while we look at facts only through glasses coloured by those veD' opinions. But
since we cannot divest ourselves of preconceived nonons, there is no known
means of eliminating their influence but by frequently using the differently
coloured glasses of other people: and those of other nations, as the most different,
are the best.

But if it is so useful, on this account, to know the language and literature of an5
other cultivated and civihzed people, the most valuable of all to us in this respect
are the languages and literature of the ancients. No nations of modern and civilized

[*Cf. Thomas Hobbes. Levtathan, xnEnghsh Works, ed. Wflham Molesworth, I 1vols
(London' Bohn. 1839-45), Vol. III. p 25 (Pt. I. Chap. iv).]
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Europe are so unlike one another, as the Greeks and Romans are unlike all of us:
yet without being, as some remote Orientals are. so totally &Sslmilar, that the

labour of a life is reqmred to enable us to understand them. Were this the onl) gain
to be derived from a knowledge of the ancients, it would already' place the stud),,of
them in a high rank among enlightening and liberahzmg pursuits. It is of no use
saying that we mat know them through modern brltings. We max knob
something of them m that way: which is much better than knowing nothing. But
modern books do not teach us ancient thought: the) teach us some modern writer's
notion of ancient thought Modern books do not sheb us the Greeks and Romans:
they' tell us some modern wmer's opinions about the Greeks and Romans.
Translations are scarcely' better When we want really to knob what a person
thinks or says, we seek it at first hand from himself. We do not trust to another

person's impression of his meaning, given m another person's words: we refer to
his own. Much more is it necessa_' to do so when his word_ are in one language.
and those of his reporter in another Modern phraseology never conveys the exact

meaning of a Greek writer; it cannot do so, except b_ a diffuse explanato_
circumlocution which no translator dares use We must be able. in a certain

degree, to think in Greek. if we would represent to ourselves hob a Greek thought.

and this not only in the abstruse region of metaph)s_cs, but about the pohtlcal.
religious, and even domestic concerns of hfe I will mention a further a_pect of th_s
question, which, though I have not the merit of originating _t. I do not remember to
have seen noticed in any book There is no part of our knowledge b hlch It _ more
useful to obtain at first hand--to go to the fountain head for--than our knob ledge
of historx Yet this. in most cases, x_e hardlx ever do, Our conception of the past l_
not drawn from its own records, but from books written about it. containing not the
facts, but a view of the facts which has shaped itself In the mind of somebod_ ot our
own or a very, recent time, Such books are very instructive and valuable, they' help
us to understand history., to interpret hlstorx, to drab lUSt conclusions from it: at
the worst, they set us the example of trying to do all th_s, but thex are not
themselves history. The know ledge they give _supon trust, and even b hen the_
have done their best, it is not only incomplete but partial, because confined to b hat
a few modern wnters have seen in the materials, and have thought bonh picking
out from among them. How little we learn of our own ancestor,_ from Hume, or
Hallam, or Macaulay. I*!compared with what we knob _fb e add to b hat these tell
us, even a little reading of cotemporary authors and document_'. The mo,_trecent
historians are so well aware of this, that thex fill their pages with extracts from the
original matenals, feeling that these extracts are the real history, and their
comments and thread of narrative are onlx helps towards understanding it Nob _t1.,

[*I.e., David Hume. The Hl.storxol_Englandtl'7,54-02_. 8 vol_ tOxford Talboxs and
Wheeler, London Plckenng, 1826LHen_ Hallam. The Con,_tmatonalH_,stor_otLn,,,I,md,
2 vols _London:Murra), 1827).andThomas Bablngton Macaulay, Hu' H_._t,,rxotk,r;_,iand
from the Accession ojJame,_ 11,5 vol.s (London Longman. et al , 1_4o-_1t t
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part of the great worth to us of our Greek and Latin studies, that in them we do read
history in the original sources. We are in actual contact with cotemporaD _minds:
we are not dependent on hearsay: we have something by which we can test and
check the representations and theories of modem historians. It may be asked, why
then not study the original materials of modem history? 1 answer, It is highl)
desirable to do so; and let me remark by the way, that even th_s reqmres a dead

language; nearly all the documents prior to the Reformation. and many subsequent
to It, being written in Latin. But the exploration of these documents, though a most
useful pursuit, cannot be a branch of education. Not to speak of their vast extent.
and the fragmentary nature of each. the strongest reason is. that in learning the
spirit of our own past ages, until a comparatively recent period, from cotemporary
writers, we learn hardly anything else. Those authors, with a few exceptions, are
little worth reading on their own account. While, m studying the great writers of
antiquity, we are not only learning to understand the ancient mind, but laying in a
stock of w_se thought and observation, still valuable to ourselves; and at the same
ume making ourselves familiar with a number of the most perfect and finished
literary compositions which the human mind has produced---compositions which,
from the altered conditions of human life, are hkely to be seldom paralleled, in

their sustained excellence, by the Umes to come.
Even as mere languages, no modem European language is so valuable a

disciphne to the intellect as those of Greece and Rome, on account of their regular
and comphcated structure. Consider for a moment what grammar is. It _sthe most
elementar) part of logic. It is the beginning of the analysis of the thinking process.
The principles and rules of grammar are the means by which the forms of language
are made to correspond w_th the universal forms of thought. The distractions
between the various parts of speech, between the cases of nouns, the moods and
tenses of verbs, the funcuons of particles, are d_stinctions in thought, not merely in
words. Single nouns and verbs express objects and events, many of which can be

cognized by the senses: but the modes of putting nouns and verbs together, express
the relations of objects and events, which can be cognized only by the intellect: and
each different mode corresponds to a different relation. The structure of eyeD'
sentence is a lesson in logic. The varaous rules of syntax oblige us to distingmsh

between the subject and predicate of a proposmon, between the agent, the action.
and the thing acted upon; to mark when an idea is intended to modify or qualify, or
merely to unite with, some other idea; what assertions are categorical, what only
conditional: whether the intenuon is to express similarity or contrast, to make a

plurality of assertions conjunctively or d_sjunctlvely; what portions of a sentence.
though grammatically complete within themselves, are mere members or sub-
ordinate parts of the assertion made by the entire sentence Such things form the
subject-matter of universal grammar: and the languages which teach it best are
those which have the most definite rules, and which provide distract forms for the

greatest number of distinctions in thought, so that if we fall to attend precisely and
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accurately to any of these, we cannot avoid committing a solecism m language. In
these quahties the classical languages have an incomparable superiority over eve_'
modern language, and over all languages, dead or hying, which have a hterature
worth being generally studied.

But the superiority of the literature Itself, for purposes of education. Is _tllt more
marked and decisive. Even in the substantial value of the matter of v,h_ch it is the

vehicle, it is very far from having been superseded. The d_scovenes of the ancients
in science have been greatly surpassed, and as much of them as is still valuable
loses nothing by being incorporated m modern treatises: but w'hat does not so well
admit of being transferred bodll_, and has been xe_ imperfectly carried off even

piecemeal, is the treasure which the_ accumulated of what may be called the
wisdom of life: the rich store of experience of human nature and conduct, which
the acute and obse_'lng minds of those ages, a_ded m their observauons b) the
greater simphclty of manners and hfe, consigned to their _ rltmgs, and most of
which retains all its value The speeches in Thucydides: the Rhetoric, Ethtc._. and
Politics of Aristotle, the Dialogues of Plato: the Orations of Demosthenes: the
Satires, and especiallF the Epistles of Horace, all the wntings of Tacltus: the great
work of Quintihan, a repertor3, of the best thoughts of the ancient v,orld on all
subjects connected w_theducation: l*_and, m a less fomlal manner, all that is left to
us of the ancient historians, orators, philosophers, and e,,en dramatists, are replete
with remarks and maxims of singular good sense and penetration, apphcable both

to political and to private hfe. and the actual truthb _e fred m them arc exen
surpassed in value b', the encouragement and help the) give us m the pursmt of
truth Human lnventmn has never produced anything so valuable, m the u ax both
of stimulation and of dlsciphne to the mqmring intellect, as the dialectics of the
ancients, of which many of the works ol Aristotle illustrate the theor',, and tho_e of
Plato exhibit the practice. No modern writings come near to these, in teaching.
both by precept and example, the _a,_ to investigate truth, on those subjects, so
vastly important to us, which remain matters of controvers 5 . from the dffflculp, or
impossibility of bringing them to a directly experimental test To que_,non all
things; never to turn away from any difficulty, to accept no doctnne e_ther from

[*For the specific titles referred to, see Thuc_dlde_ IGreek and Engh,_h_.trans Charle,_
Forster Smith, 4 vols ILondon Hememann. Cambridge. Mass Harvard 1_m_cr,Jtx Pro,,.
1958): Aristotle, The "Art" ofRhetorw _Greek and Enghshl. trans J.H Freese {London
Hememann, Nev, York. Putnam's Sons, 1926). Aristotle. The .Vtcoma_/wanEthtc,_tGreek
and Enghsh), trans H Rackham ILondon. Helnemann: Nev, York Putnam'_ Son>. 1020_.
Aristotle, Politics (Greek and Enghsh). trans H. Rackham ILondon Hememann Nev,
York: Putnam's Sons, 1932). Horace, Satires. and Eptsth'._.in Satlrc_ Eptsth'._, dnd Ar_-
poenca (Latin and English). trans. H. Rushton Fa_rclough ILondon Hememann.
New York. Putnam's Sons, 19261, pp 4-244, and 244-440. respecmel 3. and Quintilian.
Instttutio orator_a (Greek and Enghshl, trans H E Butler. 4 vols. tLondon Hememann.
Cambridge, Mass . Harvard Umvers_ty Press. 1953} The references to Plato. Demos-
thenes, and Tac_tusare to their wrmngs m general ]
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ourselves or from other people without a rigid scrutiny by negative criticism,
letting no fallacy, or incoherence, or confusion of thought, slip by unperceived:
above all, to insist upon having the meaning of a word clearly understood before
using it, and the meaning of a proposition before assenting to it; these are the
lessons we learn from the ancient dialecticians. With all this vigorous management
of the negative element, they inspire no scepticism about the reahty of truth, or
indifference to its pursuit. The noblest enthusiasm, both for the search after truth
and for applying it to its highest uses, pervades these writers, Aristotle no less than
Plato, though Plato has incomparably the greater power of imparting those feehngs
to others. In cultivating, theretbre, the ancient languages as our best literary
education, we are all the while laying an admirable foundation for ethical and
philosophical culture. In purely literalw excellence--in perfection of form--the
pre-eminence of the ancients is not disputed, In eve N" department which the5

attempted, and the5' attempted almost all, their composition, like their sculpture,
has been to the greatest modem artists an example, to be looked up to with hopeless

admiration, but of inappreciable value as a light on high, guiding their own
endeavours. In prose and in poet_', in epic. lyric, or dramatic, as xn historical.

philosophical, and oratorical art, the pinnacle on which they stand IS equall._
eminent. I am now speaking of the form, the artistic perfection of treatment: for, as
regards substance, l consider modem poetry to be superior to ancient, in the same
manner, though in a less degree, as modem science: it enters deeper into nature.
The feelings of the modem mind are more various, more complex and manifold,
than those of the ancients ever were. The modem mind is, what the ancient mind

was not. brooding and self-conscious; and its meditative self-consciousness has
discovered depths m the human soul which the Greeks and Romans did not dream
of, and would not have understood. But what the 5 had got to express, they
expressed in a manner which few even of the greatest modems have senousl 5

attempted to rival. It must be remembered that they had more time, and that they
wrote chiefly for a select class, possessed of leisure To us who write in a hurry for
people who read in a hurry, the attempt to give an equal degree of finish would be
loss of time. But to be familiar with perfect models _snot the less important to us
because the element in which we work precludes even the eflbrt to equal them.
They shew us at least what excellence is, and make us desire it, and strive to get as
near to it as is within our reach. And this is the value to us of the ancient writers, all

the more emphatically, because their excellence does not admit of being copied, or
directly imitated. It does not consist in a trick which can be learnt, but in the perfect

adaptation of means to ends. The secret of the style of the great Greek and Roman
authors, is that it is the perfection of good sense. In the first place, they never use a

word without a meaning, or a word which adds nothing to the meaning. The5
always (to begin with) had a meaning; they knew what they wanted to say; and
their whole purpose was to say it with the highest degree of exactness and com-
pleteness, and bring it home to the mind with the greatest possible clearness
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and vividness, It never entered into their thoughts to concewe of a piece of writing
as beautiful in itself, abstractedly from what it had to express: its beaut_ must all be

subservient to the most perfect expression of the sense. The curiosafelicita,s which
their critics ascribed in a pre-eminent degree to Horace, expresses the standard at
which they all aimed l_t Their style is exactly described by Sw'ift's defimt_on. "'the
right words m the right places ''I' i Look at an oranon of Demosthenes, there is
nothing in it which calls attention to itself ab style at all. tt is onl_ after a close
examination we perceive that eve_" word is what it should be, and where it should

be, to lead the hearer smoothly and imperceptibl3 into the state of mmd which the
orator wishes to produce. The perfection of the workmanship is onlx visible m the
total absence of any blemish or fault, and of anything which checks the flov, of
thought and feeling, anything which even momentaril_ d_stracts the mind from the
main purpose But then (as has been well said) _t _as not the ol2iect of
Demosthenes to make the Athenians cr_ out "'What a splendid speaker'" but to
make them say "'Let us march against Philip!'" It was only m the dechne of ancient
hterature that ornament began to be cultivated merely as ornament In the time of
its maturity, not the merest epithet was put m because it was thought beautiful in
itself: nor even for a merely descriptive purpose, for epithet_ purel3 descnpnve
were one of the corruptions of style which abound in Lucan. for example the _ ord
had no business there unless _t brought out some feature _ h_ch _ as v_anted, and
helped to place the object in the hght w'hlch the purpose of the composmon
required. These condinons being comphed with. then indeed the mtnnsic beaut_
of the means used was a source of additional effect, of which _tbehoved them to

avail themselves, hke rhythm and melodx of versification But these great _nters
knew that ornament for the sake of ornament, ornament which attracts attennon to

itself, and shines by its own beauties, onl_ does so by calhng off the mind from the
mare object, and thus not onlx interferes with the higher purpose of human
discourse, which ought, and generally professes, to have some matter to com-
mumcate, apart from the mere excitement of the moment, but also spoil,, the
perfection of the composmon as a piece of fine art, b_ destroying the unit\ of
effect. This, then, is the first great lesson m composinon to be learnt from the

classical authors. The second is, not to be prohx In a single paragraph, Thucx-
dides can gwe a clear and vivid representanon of a battle, such as a reader _ ho
has once taken it into his mind can seldom forget. The most powerful and affect-
ing piece of narrative perhaps m all h_stoncal hterature, xs the account of thc
Sicilian catastrophe m his seventh book. _et how fe_ pages doe,, _t fill ''_--'The
ancients were concise, because of the extreme paros the\ took x_th their

[*Petronlus Arbiter, Satx rtcon, in Petromu,_. Senec_. "ApocoIo_ )'ntost_" ILatln and

Enghsh), trans M_chael Hesettme and E.H. \Varmmgton _London Hememann, Cam-
bridge, Mass . Harvard Umvers_t3 Press, 19bO),pp 1-37t) ]

['Cf Swift, A Letter to a Young Clerg3man 11720). m Work,_.kol VIII. p. 33" ]
[ZThucydtdes.Vol IV, pp. 159-81 (VI1. Ixx_m-lxxxvHt ]
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compositions: almost all modems are prohx, because they do not. The great
ancients could express a thought so perfectly in a few words or sentences, that they
did not need to add any more: the modems, because they cannot bring it out clearly
and completely at once, return again and again, heaping sentence upon sentence,
each adding a little more elucidation, in hopes that though no single sentence
expresses the full meaning, the whole together may give a sufficient notion of it. In
this respect I am afraid we are growing worse instead of better, for want of time and
patience, and from the necessity we are in of addressing almost all writings to a
busy and imperfectly prepared public. The demands of modem life are such--the
work to be done, the mass to be worked upon, are so vast, that those who have

anything particular to say--who have, as the phrase goes, any message to
dehver--_annot afford to devote their time to the production of masterpieces. But
the)" would do far worse than they do, if there had never been masterpieces, or If
they had never known them. Earl)" familiarity with the perfect, makes our most

imperfect production far less bad than it otherwise would be. To have a high
standard of excellence often makes the whole difference of rendering our work

good when It would otherwise be mediocre.
For all these reasons I think it important to retain these two languages and

literatures m the place the)' occup), as a part of hberal education, that IS. of the
education of all who are not obliged by their circumstances to discontinue their

scholastic studies at a very early age. But the same reason_ which vln&cate the
place of classical studies in general education, shew also the proper hmltation of
them. They should be carried as far as is sufficient to enable the pupil, m after life,
to read the great works of ancient literature with ease. Those who have leisure and
inclination to make scholarship, or ancient hlsto_', or general philology, their
pursuit, of course require much more, but there is no room for more m general
education. The laborious idleness in which the school-time is wasted away in the

English classical schools deserves the severest reprehension. To what purpose
should the most precious years of early life be irreparably squandered in learning to
write bad Latin and Greek verses'? I do not see that we are much the better even for

those who end by writing good ones. l am often tempted to ask the favourites of
nature and fortune, whether all the serious and important work of the world is
done, that their time and energy can be spared for these nugae difficile,s ? I am not
blind to the utility of composing in a language, as a means of teaming it accurately,

I hardly know any other means equally effectual. But why should not prose
composition suffice? What need is there of original composition at all? if that can
be called original which unfortunate schoolboys, without any thoughts to express,
hammer out on compulsion from mere memory, acquiring the pernicious habit
which a teacher should consider it one of his first duties to repress, that of merely
stringing together borrowed phrases'? The exercise in composition, most suitable
to the requirements of learners, is that most valuable one, of retranslating from

translated passages of a good author: and to this might be added, what still exists in
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many Continental places of education, occasional pracnce m talking Latin. There
would be something to be said for the time spent in the manufacture of verses, if
such practice were necessary for the enjoyment of ancient poetry: though it would
be better to lose that enloyment than to purchase it at so extravagant a price But the
beauties of a great poet would be a far poorer thing than the}' are, if they onl_
impressed us through a knowledge of the techmcahties of his art. The poet needed
those technicalities: they are not necessaD' to us. The} are essential for cnncizing a
poem. but not for enjoying it All that is wanted is sufficient familiarity w_th the
language, for its meaning to reach us without any sense of effort, and clothed _ lth
the associations on which the poet counted for producing his effect Whoever has
this famiharity, and a practised ear, can have as keen a rehsh of the music of Virgil
and Horace. as of Gray, or Burns, or Shelle_. though he know not the metrical
rules of a common Sapphic or Alcaic. 1do not say that these rules ought not to be
taught, but I would have a class apart )'or them. and would make the appropriate
exercises an optional, not a compulsory part of the school teaching,

Much more might be said respecting classical instruction, and hterar-,
cultivation in general, as a part of liberal education But it is time to speak of the
uses of scientific instruction: or rather its indispensable necessity, for _t _,_
recommended by every consideration which pleads for an_ high order o)
intellectual education at all

The most obviou,_ part of the value of scientific instruction, the mere

information that it gives, speaks for itself We are born into a world which _ e have
not made: a world whose phenomena take place according to fixed la'xs, of which
we do not bring any knowledge into the world with us In such a world we are
appointed to hve. and m it all our work is to be done. Our whole working power
depends on knowing the laws of the world--in other words, the propemes of the
things which we have to work with, and to work among, and to work upon We
ma) and do rely, for the greater part of this knowledge, on the l'e_ x_ho in each
department make its acquisition their mare business m life But unless an
elemental' knowledge of scientific truths is difl'used among the public, the_ never
know what is certain and what is not. or who are entitled to speak wlth authontx
and who are not: and the} either have no faith at all m the testlmonx of science, or
are the read}" dupes of charlatans and impostors Thex alternate betv, een ignorant

distrust, and blind, often misplaced, confidence Besides. who is there v,ho would
not wish to understand the meaning of the common physical facts that take place
under his eye? Who would not wish to knov, wh,, a pump raise,,,',_ater. wh'_ a lever
moves heavy weights, why it Is hot at the tropics and cold at the pole,,,, _ hx the
moon is sometimes dark and sometimes bright, what l,',the cause of the tlde_ '_Do
we not feel that he who is totally tgnorant of these things, let him be ever so skilled
in a special profession, is not an educated man but an ignoramus': It is surely no
small part of education to put us in intelligent possession of the most _mportant and
most universally interesting facts of the umverse, ,,o that the v,orld which
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surrounds us may not be a sealed book to us, uninteresting because unmtelligible.
This, however, is but the simplest and most obvious part of the utility of science.
and the part which, if neglected in youth, may be the most easily made up for
afterwards. It is more important to understand the value of scientific instruction as
a training and disciplining process, to fit the intellect Ior the proper work of a
human being. Facts are the materials of our knowledge, but the mind itself is the
instrument: and it is easier to acquire facts, than to judge what the)' prove, and
how, through the facts which we know. to get to those which we want to know.

The most incessant occupation of the human intellect throughout life is the
ascertainment of truth. We are always needing to know what is actually true about
something or other. It is not given to us all to discover great general truths that are a
light to all men and to future generations: though with a better general education
the number of those who could do so would be far greater than it is. But we all
require the ability to judge between the conflicting opinions which are offered to us

as vital truths: to choose what doctrines we will receive in the matter of religion,
for example: to judge whether we ought to be Tories, Whigs, or Radicals, or to
what length it is our duty to go with each, to form a rational conviction on great
questions of legislation and internal policy, and on the manner in which our

countr3" should behave to dependencies and to foreign nations. And the need v"e
have of knowing how to discriminate truth, is not confined to the larger truths. All
through life it is our most pressing interest to find out the truth about all the matters

we are concerned with. If we are farmers we want to find what will trub improve
our soil; if merchants, what v"ill truly influence the markets of our commodities; if

judges, or jurymen, or advocates, who it was that truly did an unlawful act, or to
whom a disputed right truly belongs. Every time we have to make a nev" resolution
or alter an old one, in any' situation in life, we shall go wrong unless we know the
truth about the facts on which our resolution depends Nov,', however different

these searches for truth may look. and however unlike they really' are in their
subject-matter, the methods of getting at truth, and the tests of truth, are in all cases
much the same. There are but two roads by which truth can be discovered:

observation, and reasoning: observation, of course, Including experiment. We all
observe, and we all reason, and therefore, more or less successfully', we all
ascertain truths: but most of us do it very, ill, and could not get on at all were we not
able to fall back on others who do it better. If we could not do _tm an) degree, we
should be mere instruments m the hands of those who could, they would be able to
reduce us to slaver3,. Then how shall we best learn to do this? By being shewn the
way in which it has already' been successfully done. The processes by' which truth

is attained, reasoning and observation, have been carried to their greatest known
perfection in the physical sciences. As classical literature furnishes the most

perfect types of the art of expression, so do the physical sciences those of the art of
thinking. Mathematics, and its application to astronomy' and natural philosophy,
are the most complete example of the discovery of truths by reasoning:
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experimental science, of their discover3."by direct obser_'atlon. In all these cases
we know that we can trust the operation, because the conclusions to which it has
led have been found true by subsequent trial. It is by the study of these, then. that
we may hope to qualify ourselves for distinguishing truth, in cases where there do
not exist the same ready means of verification.

In what consists the principal and most characteristic difference between one
human intellect and another? In their ability to judge correctl_ of evidence. Our
direct perceptions of truth are so hmlted: we know so fev, things by immediate

intuition, or, as it used to be called, by simple apprehension--that we depend for
almost all our valuable knowledge, on evidence external to itself: and most of us
are very unsafe hands at estimatmg evidence, where an appeal cannot be made to

actual eyesight. The intellectual part of our education has nothing more important
to do, than to correct or mitigate this almost universal lnfirmit2,--thls summar_
and substance of nearl_ all purely Intellectual weakness To do this with effect

needs all the resources which the most perfect system of Intellectual training can
command. Those resources, as ever', teacher knows, are but of three kinds, first,

models, secondly rules, thirdly, appropnate practice. The models of the art of
estimating evidence are furnished by science: the rules are suggested b_ science,

and the study of science ISthe most fundamental portion of the practice
Take in the first instance mathematics. It _schiefly from mathematics we reahze

the fact that there actually is a road to truth b_ means of reasoning, that anything
real. and which will be found true when tried, can be arrived at b_ a mere operation
of the mind. The flagrant abuse of mere reasoning in the days of the schoolmen.
when men argued confidentl_ to supposed facts of outward nature without properly
establishing their premises, or checking the conclusions b_ observation, created
a prejudice m the modern, and especiall 3 in the English mind. against deduc-
twe reasoning altogether, as a mode of investigation The prelud_ce lasted Long,
and was upheld b) the misunderstood authority of Lord Bacon. t_! until the pro-

dlglOUSapplications of mathematics to physical science--to the discover', of
the laws of external nature--slowl 3 and tardily restored the reasomng process to
the place which belongs to It as a source of real kno_ ledge. Mathematics. pure and
apphed, are still the great conclusive example of what can be done b_ reasoning
Mathematics also habituates us to several of the principal precautions for the ._afet_
of the process. Our first studies in geometry teach us tu o invaluable lessons. One
is, to lay down at the beginning, In express and clear terms, all the premises from
which we intend to reason. The other IS, to keep ever? step in the reasoning d_stmct
and separate from all the other steps, and to make each step safe before proceeding
to another; expressly stating to ourselves, at every joint in the reasoning, what nea
premise we there introduce. It is not necessar_ that we should do this at all t_me,_,m

[*See, e.g , Francis Bacon, Novum Organum (10201. m _Vorlt,_,ed Jamc, Speddmg. c:
al., 14vols. (London. Longman. et al., 1857-741, Vol IV, pp. 8(I-I IBk I, Aph 821, and
p 97 (Bk. 1. Aph. l(g).]
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all our reasonings. But we must be always able and ready to do it. If the vahdit._ of

our argument is denied, or if we doubt it ourselves, that is the way to check it. In
this way we are often enabled to detect at once the exact place where paralogism or
confusion get in: and after sufficient practice we may be able to keep them out from
the beginning. It is to mathematics, again, that we owe our first notion of a
connected body of truth: truths which grow out of one another, and hang together
so that each implies all the rest: that no one of them can be questioned without
contradicting another or others, until in the end it appears that no part of the system
can be false unless the whole is so. Pure mathematics first gave us this conception:

applied mathematics extends it to the realm of physical nature. Applied
mathematics shews us that not only the truths of abstract number and extension.

but the external facts of the universe, which we apprehend by our senses, form, at

least in a large part of all nature, a web sinularlv held together. We are able. bx
reasoning from a fe_ fundamental truths, to explain and predict the phenomena o!
material objects: and what is still more remarkable, the fundamental truths were
themselves fbund out by reasoning: for they are not such as are obvious to the
senses, but had to be inferred by a mathematical process from a mass of minute
details, which alone came within the direct reach of human observation. When
Newton, in this manner, discovered the laws of the solar system, he created, for all

posterity, the true idea of science He gave the most perfect example we are ever
likely to have, of that union of reasoning and observation, which by means of fact_
that can be directly observed, ascends to laws which govern multitudes of other
facts--laws which not only explain and account for what we see, but give us
assurance beforehand of much that we do not see, much that we never could have

found out by observation, though, having been found out. it is always verified b_
the result.

While mathematics, and the mathematical sciences, supply us with a typical

example of the ascertainment of truth by reasoning: those physical sciences which
are not mathematical, such as chemlst_', and purely experimental physics, shew

us in equal perfection the other mode of arriving at certain truth, by observation, in
its most accurate form. that of experiment. The value of mathematics in a logical
point of view is an old topic with mathematicJans, and has even been insisted on so
exclusively as to provoke a counter-exaggeration, of which a well-known essa) b_
Sir William Hamilton is an example: j*! but the logical value ol experimental
science is comparativel) a new subject, yet there is no intellectual discipline more

important than that which the experimental sciences afford. Their whole
occupation consists in doing well, what all of us, during the whole of life. are
engaged in doing, for the most part badly All men do not affect to be reasoners.
but all profess, and really attempt, to draw inferences from experience: yet hardl)

[*"Study of Mathematlcs--Unlverslt) of Cambridge,'" Edinburgh Revw_, LXll (Jan .
1836). 409-55 ]
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any one, who has not been a student of the physical sciences, sets out w_thanyjust
idea of what the process of mterpretlng experience really is. If a fact has occurred
once or oftener, and another fact has followed it, people think they have got an
expenment, and are well on the road towards shewing that the one fact is the cause
of the other, if they did but knob the _mmense amount of precaution necessau' to a
scientific experiment: with what sedulous care the accompanying circumstances
are contrived and varied, so as to exclude eveu' agency but that which ts the subject
of the experiment---or, when disturbing agencies cannot be excluded, the minute
accuracy with which their influence is calculated and allowed for, m order that the
residue may contain nothing but what _sdue to the one agent) under examination:

if these things were attended to. people would be much less easilx satisfied that
their opinions have the evidence of experience, man 3 popular notions and

generahzatlons which are m all mouths, would be thought a great deal less certain
than they are supposed to be: but we should begin to lay the foundation of reall_

experimental knowledge, on things whtch are now the subjects of mere xague
discussion, where one side finds as much to sa? and says it a_ confidentt_ a,
another, and each person's ()pinion is less determined bx e_ldence than bx hi.,
accidental interest or prepossession. In pohtlcS, for instance, it _ ex_dent to
whoever comes to the stud)' from that of the experimental sciences, that no
political conclusions of an)' value tot practice can be arnved at bx d_rect
experience. Such specific experience as we can ha_e. serxes onl_ to _erffx. and
even that insufficlentl), the conclusions of reasoning. Take anx actl_ e force ',ou
please in politics, take the liberties of England. or free trade ho_, should v,e know
that either of these things conduced to prosperlt). _fwe could discern no tendencx
in the thmgs themselves to produce it'? If we had only the evidence of what _ called
our experience, such prosperity as we enjoy might be owing to a hundred other
causes, and might have been obstructed, not promoted, b_ these. All true political
science is, tn one sense of the phrase, a priori, being deduced from the tendenc_e_
of things, tendencies known either through our general experience of human
nature, or as the result of an analys_s of the course of h_storx, considered a.,, a
progressive evolution. It requires, therefore, the union of induction and deduction.
and the mind that is equal to it must have been x_ell disciplined in both But

familiarity with scientific experiment at least does the useful ser_'lce of respiring a
wholesome scepticism about the conclusions which the mere surlacc oI experience
suggests.

The study, on the one hand. of mathematics and _tsapplications, on the other, of
experimental science, prepares us for the principal business of the intellect, b\ the
practice of tt in the most characteristic cases, and bx fanalhar_t_ X_lththe most

perfect and successful models of _t. But in great things as m small, e-,ample_ and
models are not sufficient: we want rules as well. Famdmntx with the correct use of

a language m conversation and writing does not make rules of grammar un-
necessary; nor does the amplest knowledge of sciences of reasoning and expert-
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ment dispense with rules of logic. We may have heard correct reasonings and
seen skilful experiments all our lives--we shall not learn by mere imitation to do
the like, unless we pay careful attention to how it is done. It is much easier in these
abstract matters, than in purely mechanical ones, to mistake bad work for good. To
mark out the difference between them is the province of logic. Logic lays down the
general principles and laws of the search after truth; the conditions which, whether
recognised or not, must actually have been observed if the mind has done its work
rightl),. Logic is the mtellectual complement of mathematics and physics. Those
sciences give the practice, of which Logic is the theory. It declares the principles,
rules, and precepts, of which the)' exemplify' the observance.

The science of Logic has two parts: ratiocinative and inductive logic. The one
helps to keep us right in reasoning from premises, the other m concluding from
observation. Ratiocinative logic is much older than mductwe, because reasoning
in the narrower sense of the word is an eas_er process than induction, and the
science which works by mere reasoning, pure mathematics, had been earned to a
considerable height while the sciences of observation were still in the purely

empirical period. The principles of ratiocination, therefore, were the earhest
understood and systematized, and the logic of ratiocination is even no_ suitable to

an earlier stage in education than that of induction. The principles of induction
cannot be properly understood without some prevlous stud)' of the inductive
sciences: but the logic of reasoning, which was atread_ carried to a high degree of
perfection by Aristotle, does not absolutely require even a knowledge of
mathematics, but can be sufficiently exemplified and illustrated from the practice
of daily life.

Of Logic I venture to say, even if limited to that of mere rat,ocination, the theor_
of names, propositions, and the syllogism, that there is no part of intellectual
education which is of greater value, or whose place can so ill be supphed b_
anything else. Its uses, it is true, are chiefly negative: its function is, not so much to
teach us to go right, as to keep us from going wrong. But in the operations of the
intellect it is so much easier to go wrong than right, it is so utterly impossible for
even the most vigorous mind to keep itself in the path but by maintaining a vigilant

watch against all deviations, and noting all the byways by which it is possxble to go
astray--that the chief difference between one reasoner and another consists in their
less or greater habilit) to be misled. Logic points out all the possible ways m
which, starting from true premises, we may draw false conclusions. By its analvs_s
of the reasoning process, and the forms it supplies for statmg and setting forth our
reasonings, it enables us to guard the points at which a fallacy is in danger of
slipping in, or to lay our fingers upon the place where it has shpped in. When I
consider how very simple the theory of reasoning is. and how short a time is
sufficient for acquiring a thorough knowledge of its principles and rules, and even
considerable expertness in applying them, I can find no excuse for omission to

study it on the part of any one who aspires to succeed in any intellectual pursuit.
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Logic_is the great disperser of hazy and confused thinking: it clears up the fogs
which hide from us our own ignorance, and make us believe that we understand a

subject when we do not. We must not be led away by talk about inarticulate giants
who do great deeds without knowing how. and see into the most recondite truths

without any of the ordinary helps, and without being able to explain to other people

how they reach their conclusions, nor consequently to convince an`, other people

of the truth of them. There may be such men. as there are deaf and dumb persons

who do clever things, but for all that, speech and hearing are faculties by no means

to be dispensed with. If you want to know whether you are thinking_ rj'ght!), put
your thoughts into words In the ver) atfe-mpt to do this you will find yourselves.

consciously or unconsciously, using logical forms. Logic compels us to throv, our

meaning into distinct propositions, and our reasonings into d_stmct steps It make.,,

us conscious of all the implied assumptions on which we are proceeding, and

which, if not true, vitiate the entire process It makes u_ aware what extent of

doctrine we commit ourselves to by any course of reasomng, and obliges us to look

the implied premises in the face, and make up our minds whether _e can stand to
them. It makes our opinions consistent with themselve,, and v, ith one another, and

forces us to think clearly, even when it cannot make us think correctl`,. It _s true

that error may be consistent and systematic as well as truth, but this is not the

common case. It is no small advantage to see clearly the.principles and con-
sequences revolved m our opimons, and which we mu_t either accept, or else

abandon those opinion.,,. We are much nearer to finding truth when 'ae search for it

m broad dayhght. Error. pursued rigorously to all that l,; m_plied in it. seldom fails

to get detected b5 coming into colhslon with some kno`,_ n and admitted fact

You w ill find abundance of people to tell you that logic is no help to thought, and

that people cannot be taught to think b`, rules. Undoubtedl_ rules by themselves.

without practice, go but a little way m teaching an.vthmg Bu! if the practice of

thinking Is not improved by rules, I venture to sa`, xt is the onl_ difficult thing done

b} human beings that is not so A man learns to sa_ wood principally b) practice.

but there are rules for doing it, grounded on the nature of the operation, and if he 1,
not taught the rules, he will not saw v,ell until he has discovered them for hlmself

Where`,'er there is a right way and a wrong, there must be a difference bet_een

them, and it must be possible to find out what the difference is. and _ hen found out

and expressed in words, it is a rule for the operation If an',- one l,, mchned to

disparage rules, I say to him. try to learn anything `,_h_ch there are rules for.

without knowing the rules, and see ho`,_ you succeed. To tho._e `,_ho think hghtl.x of

the school logic, I say, take the trouble to learn it You _ fll easfl,, do so m a fe_

weeks, and you will see whether it is of no use to you m making your mind clear.

and keeping you from stumbhng m the dark over the mo_t outrageous fallacies

Nobody, I beheve, "_,ho has reallx learnt _t, and `,_ho goes on using h_s mind. _s

Insensible to its benefits, unless he started w_th a prelud)ce, or. like some eminent

English and Scottish thinkers of the past century. _.,, under the influence of a
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reaction against the exaggerated pretensions made bv the schoolmen, not so much
in behalf of logic as of the reasoning process itself. Still more highly must the use
of logic be estimated, if we include in it, as we ought to do, the principles and rules
of Induction as well as of Ratiocination. As the one logic guards us against bad

deduction, so does the other against bad generalization, which is a still more
universal error. If men easily err in arguing from one general proposition to
another, still more easily do they go wrong in interpreting the observations made
by themselves and others. There is nothing in which an untrained mind show,s itself
more hopelessly incapable, than in drawing the proper general conclusions from
its own experience. And even trained minds, when all their training _son a special
subject, and does not extend to the general principles of induction, are only kept

right when there are ready opportumties of verifylng their inferences by facts. Able
scientific men, when they venture upon subjects in which the) have no facts to
check them, are often found drawing conclusions or making generalizations from

their experimental knowledge, such as any sound theo_ of induction would shew
to be utterly unwarranted. So true _s it that practice alone, even of a good kind, is
not sufficient without principles and rules Lord Bacon had the great merit of

seeing that rules were necessar 5 , and conceiving, to a ve_ considerable extent,
their true character.l _) The defects of his concepnon were such as were inevitable
while the inductive sciences were only in the earliest stage ot their progress, and

the highest efforts of the human mind in that direcnon had not vet been made.
Inadequate as the Bacoman vle_ of induction was, and rapldty as the practice
outgrew it, it is only within a generation or two that any considerable improve-
ment has been made in the theo_': ve_' much through the impulse given b_ two
of the man)' distinguished men who have adorned the Scottish unlverslnes, Dugald
Stewart and Brown.

I have given a very incomplete and summary view of the educational benefits
derived from instruction in the more perfect sciences, and in the rules tor the

proper use of the intellectual faculties which the practice of those sciences has
suggested. There are other sciences, which are m a more backward state, and tax
the whole powers of the mind in its mature years, yet a beginning of which ma) be
beneficially made in university studies, while a tincture of them is valuable even to
those who are never likely to proceed further. The first Is physiology; the science
of the laws of orgamc and ammal life, and especially of the structure and function,_
of the human body. It would be absurd to pretend that a profound knowledge of this
difficult subject can be acquired in youth, or as a part of general education. Yet

an acquaintance with ItS leading truths _sone of those acqmrements which ought
not to be the exclusive property of a particular profession. The value of such

knowledge for daily uses has been made familiar to us all by the sanitary dls-

[*See Novum Organum, Vol IV, pp 80-1 IBk 1, Aph. 82). and pp. 97-8 (Bk 1,
Aphs. 104-6).]
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cussions of late years. There is hardly one among us who may not, m some posi-
tion of authority, be required to form an Oplmon and take part m pubhc action on
sanitary, subjects. And the importance of understanding the true conditions of
health and disease---of knowing how to acquire and preser_'e that health)" habit of
body which the most tedious and costly medical treatment so often falls to restore

when once lost, should secure a place in general educat,on for the pnncipal
maxims of hygiene, and some of those even of practical medicine. For those who

aim at high intellectual cultivat,on, the stud)' of physiology has still greater
recommendations, and is. in the present state of advancement of the higher
studies, a real necessity. The practice which it gives in the stud) of nature _ssuch as
no other physical science affords in the same kind. and ,s the best introduction to

the difficult questions of politics and socml life. Scientific education, apart from
professional objects, is but a preparation for judging rightly of Man. and of his

reqmrements and interests But to th_s final pursuit, which has been called par
excellence the proper stud)' of mankmdj *j ph)s_ology is the most se_'lceable of
the sciences, because it is the nearest. Its subject is already Man: the same complex
and mamfold being, whose properties are not independent of circumstance, and
immovable from age to age, like those of the ellipse and hyperbola, or of sulphur
and phosphorus, but are infinitely various, indefimtelx modifiable by art or acci-

dent. graduating b) the incest shades into one another, and reacting upon one an-
other in a thousand ways. so that they are seldom capable of being isolated and
observed separately. With the d_fficult_es of the study of a being so constituted, the
physiologist, and he alone among scientific enqmrers, i_ already faro, hat Take
what view we will of man a_ a spiritual being, one part of h_snature _sfar more like
another than either of them is like anything else In the orgamc world we _tudx
nature under disadvantages ve_" s_milar to those which affect the study of moral
and political phenomena: our means of making expenment_ are almost as hm_ted.
while the extreme complexity of the facts makes the conclusion> of general
reasoning unusually precarious, on account of the vast number of c,rcumstance,
that conspire to determine ever_ result. Yet in splte of these obstacles, it ,s found
possible m physlolog) to arrive at a cons,derable number of well-ascertained and
important truths. This therefore _san excellent school m which to studx the mean_

of overcoming similar difficulties elsewhere. It is m phys,ology too that _e are
first introduced to some of the conceptions which play the greatest part m the moral
and social sciences, but which do not occur at all m those of morgamc nature As.
for instance, the idea of predisposition, and of predisposing cause_, as &stm-
guished from exciting causes The operation of all moral forces is mlmenselv

influenced by predisposition: w.lthout that element, it is ,mposslble to explain the
commonest facts of hlsto_' and social life Phys_olog) is also the first _c,ence m

[*Alexander Pope, An E.s._a_ on Man ( 1733-34 t, m Wor/_,_. ed J \_,art_n, e_ a/ , 1t) _ ol,

(London: Pr_estle). and Hearne. 1822-25_. Vol Ill. p 53 IEp,_t 11.1 2_ I
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which we recognise the influence of habit--the tendency of something to happen
again merely because it has happened before. From physiology, too, we get our
clearest notion of what is meant by development or evolution. The growth of a
plant or animal from the first germ is the typical specimen of a phenomenon which
rules through the whole course of the history' of man and society--increase of
function, through expansion and differentiation of structure by internal forces, l
cannot enter into the subject at greater length; _tis enough Ill throw out hints which

may be germs of further thought in yourselves. Those who aim at high intellectual
achaevements may be assured that no part of their time will be less wasted, than
that which they employ in becoming familiar with the methods and with the mare

conceptions of the science of organization and life.
Physiology, at its upper extremity, touches on Psychology, or the Philosophy of

Mind: and without raising an._ disputed questxons about the limits between Matter
and Spirit, the nerves and brain are admitted to have so intimate a connexion with
the mental operations, that the student of the last cannot dispense w_th a
considerable knowledge of the first. The value of psychology itself need hardl_ be
expatiated upon m a Scottish university: for II has always been there studied wlth
brilliant success. Almost everything which has been contributed from these islands
towards its advancement since Locke and Berkeley, has until ver) latel), and
much of it even in the present generation, proceeded from Scomsh authors and
Scottish professors. Psychology, m truth, is simply the knowledge of the laws of
human nature. If there is anything that deserves to be stud_ed b_ man. it _sh_sown
nature and that of his fellow-men, and if It is worth studying at all, it is worth
studying scientifically, so as to reach the fundamental laws which underlie and
govern all the rest. With regard to the suitableness ol this subject for general
education, a dxstmction must be made. There are certain observed laws of our

thoughts and of our feelings which rest upon experimental evidence, and, once
seized, are a clue to the interpretation of much that we are conscious of m
ourselves, and observe m one another. Such. for example, are the law,s of
assocmuon. Psychology. so far as it consists of such laws--I speak of the laws
themselves, not of their disputed applications--is as positive and certain a science
as chemistry, and fit to be taught as such. When. however, we pass beyond the
bounds of these admitted truths, to questions which are still m controversy among

the different philosophical schools--how far the higher operations of the mind can
be explained by association, how far we must admit other primary principles
--what faculties of the mind are simple, what complex, and what is the com-
position of the latter--above all, when we embark upon the sea of metaphysics
properly so called, and enquire, for instance, whether time and space are real

existences, as is our spontaneous impression, or forms of our sensmve faculty, as
is maintained by Kant, I*! or complex _deas generated by association, whether

[*See Immanuel Kant, Krltik der remen Vernunft, in Sammthche Werke, ed Karl
Rosenkrantz and Fr_edrichSchubert, 14vols in 12ILeipzlg. Voss. 1838-40), Vol. If. pp
34-54.]
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matter and spirit are conceptions merely relatwe to our faculties, or facts existing
per se, and in the latter case, what is the nature and limit of our knowledge of them:
whether the will of man is free or determined bv causes, and _hat is the real

difference between the two doctrines, matters on which the most thinking men,
and those who have given most study to the subjects, are still dwlded, it is neither
to be expected nor desired that those who do not specmlly devote themselves to the

higher departments of speculation should employ much of their time in attempting
to get to the bottom of these questions. But _tis a part of liberal education to knob
that such controversies ex_t. and, In a general wa). what has been said on both
sides of them. It is instructive to know the failures of the human intellect as well as

its successes, its imperfect as well as Its perfect attainments: to be auare of the
open questions, as well as of those whlch have been deflmtivelv resolved. A _erx
summary vie_ of these disputed matters may suffice for the manv: but a system of

education is not Intended solely for the many. it has to kindle the aspirations and
aid the efforts of those who are destined to stand forth as thinkers above the

multitude: and for these there is hardly to be found an 3 &sclphne comparable to
that which these metaphysical controversies afford. For thex are es_entiatl_

questions about the estimation ol evidence: about the ultlmate grounds of bcheI.
the conditions reqmred to jUStlf) our most famlhar and intimate con\ lCt_ons, and
the real meaning and import of words and phrases which we have u,ed from
infancy as if we understood all about them. _ hlch are exen at the foundation of

human language, yet of which no one except a metaph)slclan has rendered to
himself a complete account. Whatever philosophical opinions the stud_ of these
questions may lead us to adopt, no one ever came out of the discussion of them
without increased _igour of understanding, an increased demand tot precision of
thought and language, and a more careful and exact apprecmtlon of the nature of
proof. There never was an)' sharpener of the intellectual faculties superior to the
Berkeleian controvers). There is even now no reading more profitable to
students---confining myself to writers in our own language, and not_ lthstandlng
that so man) of their speculations are alread_ obsolete--than Hobbes and Locke.
Reid and Stewart. Hume, Hartley, and Brown. on condition that these great
thinkers are not read passively, as masters to be followed, but actwet_, as
supplying matenals and incentives to thought. To come to our own cotemporanes.
he who has mastered Sir William Hamilton and _our o_ n lamented Ferrler a_,

distinguished representatives of one of the two great schools of phflosoph), and an
eminent Professor In a neighbouring University. Professor Baln, probabl) the

greatest hvlng authority in the other, has gained a practice m the most _earchmg
methods of philosophic investigation applied to the most arduous sub.lects. _ h_ch
ISno inadequate preparation for any intellectual difficulties that he _sever iikel_ to
be called on to resolve.

In this brief outhne of a complete scientific education. I ha_e said nothing about
direct instruction in that which It is the chief of all the ends of intellectual education

to qualify us for--the exercise of thought on the great interests of mankind a,,
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moral and social beings--ethics and politics, in the largest sense. These things are
not, in the existing state of human knowledge, the subject of a science, generally
admitted and accepted. Politics cannot be learnt once for all, from a text-book, or
the instructions of a master. What we require to be taught on that subject, is to be
our own teachers. It is a subject on which we have no masters to follow, each must
explore for himself, and exercise an independent judgment. Scientific polincs do
not consist in having a set of conclusions read)' made, to be applied everywhere
in&scriminately, but in setting the mind to work in a scientific spirit to discover in
each instance the truths applicable to the given case And this, at present, scarcely
any two persons do in the same way. Education is not entitled, on this subject, to
recommend any set of opinions as resting on the authority of estabhshed science.
But _tcan supply the student with materials for his own mind, and helps to use
them. It can make him acquainted with the best speculations on the subject, taken
from different points of view: none of which will be found complete, while each
embodies some considerations really relevant, really reqmring to be taken into the
account. Education may also introduce us to the pnncipal fact_ which have a direct

bearing on the subject, namely the different modes or stages of civilization that
have been found among mankind, and the characteristic properties of each. This is

the true purpose of historical studies, as prosecuted in an Universlt_. The leading
facts of ancient and modem history should be known b_ the student from his

private reading: if that knowledge be wanting, it cannot possibly be supplied here.
What a Professor of History has to teach, is the meaning of those facts. His office is
to help-tEe g_fident in collecting from history what are the main differences between
human beings, and between the institutions of society, at one time or place and at
another: in picturing to himself human life and the human conception of life. as
they were at the different stages of human development: in distinguishing between
what is the same in all ages and what is progressive, and forming some incipient
conception of the causes and laws of progress. All these things are as vet very
imperfectly understood even by the most philosophic enquirers, and are quite unfit
to be taught dogmatically. The object is to lead the student to attend to them: to
make him take interest in history not as a mere narranve, but as a chmn of causes and
effects still unwinding ltselYbefore his eyes, and full of momentous consequences

to himself-and his descendants: the unfolding of a great epic or dramatic action, to

terminate i_tlae hap.p__inessor misery, the elevation or degradanon, of the human
race; an unremitting conflict between good and evil powers, of which eve_' act
done by any of us, insignificant as we are, forms one of the incidents: a conflict in
which even the smallest of us cannot escape from taking part, in which whoever

does not help the right side is helping the wrong, and for our share-_fi which,
whether it be greater or smaller, and let its actual consequences be visible or in the
main invisible, no one of us can escape the responsibility. Though education

cannot arm and equip its pupils for this fight with an)' complete philosophy either
of politics or of history, there is much positive instruction that it can give them,
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having a direct bearing on the duties of citizenship. They should be taught the
outlines of the civil and political institutions of their own country, and m a more
general way, of the more advanced of the other civilized nations Those branches
of politics, or of the laws of social life. in which there exists a collection of facts or
thoughts sufficiently sifted and methodized to form the beginning of a science,
should be taught ex professo. Among the chief of these is Polmcal Economy: the
sources and conditions of wealth and material prosperity for aggregate bodtes of
human beings. This study approaches nearer to the rank of a science, m the sense m
which we apply that name to the physical sciences, than anything else connected
with politics yet does. I need not enlarge on the important lessons which it affords
for the guidance of life, and for the estlmat_on of laws and mst_tut_ons, or on the
necessity of knowing all that it can teach m order to have true views of the course of
human affairs, or form plans for their improvement which will stand actual tnal
The same persons who cry down Logic will generally, warn you against Polmcal

Economy It is unfeeling, they will tell vou. It recg_nises unpleasant facts. For my
part, the most unfeeling thing I know of is the law of gravitation: it break,_ the neck
of the best and most amiable person without scruple. If he forget,, for a tingle
moment to give heed to it. The winds and waves too are vet 3 unfeehng \Vould you
advise those who go to sea to deny the winds and waves---or to make use of them,
and find the means of guardmg against their dangers '_My advice to _,ou Is to studx
the great writers on Polmcal Economy, and hold firml_ b_ whatever m them you

find true; and depend upon xt that if you are not selfish or hard-hearted already,
Political Economy will not make you so. Of no less importance than Political
Economy is the study of what Is called Jurisprudence: the general principles of
law: the social necessities which taws are reqmred to meet: the features common to
all systems of law. and the differences between them: the reqmsltes of g_)d
legislation, the proper mode of constructmg a legal system, and the best con-
stltution of courts of justice and modes of legal procedure These things are not
only the chief part of the business of government, but the vital concern of exerx
citizen: and their improvement affords a wide scope for the energxes of an_ dulx
prepared mind. ambitious of contributing towards the better condition of the
human race. For this, too, admirable helps have been provided b_ _ rlters of our
own or of a very recent time. At the head of them stands Bentham. undoubtedt\ the

greatest master who ever devoted the labour of a life to let m hght on the sublect of

law; and who is the more intelligible to non-professional persons, because, a_ h_s
way is, he builds up the subject from its foundation m the facts of human life. and
shows by careful consideration of ends and means, what la_ nught and ought to

be, in deplorable contrast with what it _s. Other enlightened jurists have followed
with contributions of two kinds, as the type of which Imay take t_o work_, equally
admirable in their respectwe _'hnes _'. Mr Austin. in hi,, Lecture._ orzJurzsprud-

*'-b671 times [printer's error _]
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ence, [*_takes for his basis the Roman lab, the most elaborately consistent legal
system which histo_, has shewn us in actual operation, and that which the great-
est number of accomplished mmds have employed themselves In harmonizing.
From this he singles out the pnnciples and distinctions which are of general
applicability, and employs the powers and resources of a most precise and analytic
mind to give to those principles and distinctions a philosophic basis, grounded in
the universal reason of mankind, and not in mere techmcal convenience. Mr

Maine. in his treatise on Ancient Law m its relamms to Modern Thought, iTIshews

from the hlsto_' of law, and from what is known of the primitive institutions of
mankind, the origin of much that has lasted till noB,, and has a firm footing both in
the laws and in the ideas of modern times: shewing that many of these things never
originated in reason, but are relics of the institutions of barbarous society,
modified more or less by civilization, but kept standing by the persistency of ideas
which were the offspring of those barbarous institutions, and have survived their

parent. The path opened by Mr. Maine has been tbllowed up by others, with
additional illustrations of the influence of obsolete Ideas on modern institutions,

and of obsolete institutions on modern ideas, an action and reaction which per-
petuate, in man 5'of the greatest concerns, a mitigated barbarism, things being con-
tinually accepted as dictates of nature and necessities of life, which, if we knew

all, we should see to have originated in artificial arrangements of societ), long
since abandoned and condemned.

To these studies I would add International Law: which I decidedly think should
be taught in all universities, and should form part of all liberal education. The need

of it is far from being limited to diplomatists and lawyers; it extends to eve_
citizen. What is called the Law of Nations is not properly lay,, but a part of ethics: a
set of moral rules, accepted as authoritative by clvihzed states. It is true that these

rules neither are nor ought to be of eternal obhgation, but do and must var5'more or
less from age to age, as the consciences of nations become more enlightened and
the exigencies of political society undergo change. But the rules mostl) were at
their origin, and still are, an application of the maxims of honesty and humanlt) to
the intercourse of states. The',' were introduced b5 the moral sentiments of
mankind, or by their sense of the general interest, to mmgate the crimes and
sufferings of a state of war, and to restrain governments and nations from unjust or
dishonest conduct towards one another in time of peace. Since ever?, country
stands in numerous and various relations with the other countries of the world, and

many, our own among the number, exercise actual authority over some of these, a
knowledge of the established rules of international morality is essential to the duty

of every nation, and therefore of ever)' person in it who helps to make up the

[*John Austin, Lecture.son Jurtsprudence, ed. Sarah Austin. 3 vols (London' Murray.
1863).]

['Henr) Marne, Anctent Law lt,_Connecmm wtth the Early Htsto_ qI Socmt_', and It._
Relatton to Modern Ideas (London Murray, 18615I
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nation, and whose voice and feehng form a part of what is called pubhc oplmon.
Let not any one pacify his conscience by the delusion that he can do no harm if he

takes no part, and forms no opinion. Bad men need nothing more to compass thmr
ends, than that good men should look on and do nothing He is not a good man
who, without a protest, allows wrong to be committed in his name. and with the
means which he helps to supply, because he _ill not trouble himself to use his

mind on the subject. It depends on the habit of attending to and looking into public
transactions, and on the degree of information and solid judgment respecting them
that exists in the commumty, whether the conduct of the nation as a nanon, both

within itself and towards others, shall be selfish, corrupt, and tvranmcal, or
rational and enlightened, just and noble

Of these more advanced studies, only a small commencement can be made at

schools and umversmes: but even this is of the h_ghest value, by a_akenmg an
interest in the subjects, by'conquenng the first dlfficultms, and inuring the nund tu
the kind of exertion which the studies require, by Implanting a desire to make
further progress, and directing the student to the best tracks and the best helps So
far as these branches of knowledge have been acquired, we ha_ e learnt, or been put
into the way of learning, our duty, and our work in hfe. Knowing It, houever. 1,
but half the work of education: it still remains, that v,hat v,e knoa. we shall be

willing and determined to put in practice. Nevertheless, to kno_ the truth l,

already a great wax towards disposing us to act upon it. What we see clearlx and
apprehend keenly, we have a natural desire to act out. "To see the best, and xet the
v,orst pursue. "'t'_i is a possible but not a common state of mind, those _ ho follox_

the wrong have generally first taken care to be voluntarll_ ignorant of the right
The)' have silenced their conscience, but thex are not knowingly disobey lng _t If
you take an average human mind while still young, before the objects it ha_ chosen
m life have given It a turn in an) bad direction, xou will generally find it desiring
what Is good. right, and for the benefit of all: and if that season is properly used to
implant the knowledge and give the training which shall render rectitude of
judgment more habitual than sophlstD', a senous banner will have been erected
against the inroads of selfishness and falsehood. Still, it is a ver_ mlperfect
educatmn which trains the Intelligence only. but not the will. No one can dispense

with an educanon &rected expressly to the moral as well as the intellectual part of
his being. Such education, so far as It is direct, is either moral or religious, and
these may either be treated as distinct, or as different aspects ot the same thing. The
subject we are now considering is not education as a _hole. but scholasnc
education, and we must keep in vlew the inevitable limitations of _ hat schools and
universitms can do. It is beyond their power to educate morall_ or rel'glousl 5

Moral and religious education consist m !ra!nmg the.f_eehngsand the dal!x hab!ts.

[*Cf. Ovid, Metamorphose._ (Latin and Enghsh), tram, Frank Justus Nhller, 2 ',ol,,
(London. Helnemann, New York. Putnam's Son,,. 1c_16).\ol 1. p 3..12(VII. 20-1) t
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and these are, in the main, beyond the sphere and inaccessible to the control of

public education. It is the home. the family, which gives us the moral or religious
education we really receive: and this is completed, and modified, somenmes for
the better, often for the worse, by society, and the opimons and feehngs with
which we are there surrounded. The moral or religious influence which an

university can exercise, consists less in an t' express teaching, than in the pervading
tone of the place Whatever it teaches, it should teach as penetrated by a sense of
duty: it should present all knowledge as chiefly a means to worthiness of hfe. given
for the double purpose of making each of us practically useful to his fellow-
creatures, and of elevating the character of the species itself, exalting and
dignifying our nature. There is nothing which spreads more contagiously from
teacher to pupil than elevanon of sentiment: often and often have students caught
from the hving influence of a professor, a contempt for mean and selfish objects,
and a noble ambition to leave the world bette(ihan they found it. which they have

carried with them throughout life. In these respects, teachers of ever5' kind have
natural and peculiar means of doing with effect, what eve_' one who m_xes with
his fellow-beings, or addresses himself to them in anv character, should feel bound
to do to the extent of his capaclt5 and opportunlnes. What is specml to an
university on these subjects belongs chlefl), hke the rest of its work, to the
intellectual department. An university exists for the purpose of laying open to each
succeeding generation, as far as the conditions of the case admit, the accumulated
treasure of the thoughts of mankind As an indispensable part of this. it has to make
known to them what mankind at large, their own count_', and the best and w_sest
individual men, have thought on the great subjects of morals and religion There
should be, and there is in most universities, professorial instruction in moral

philosophy: but I could wish that this instruction were of a somewhat different type

from what is ordinarily met with. I could wish that it were more expc)sit0L_ less
polemical, and above "all less dogmatic. The learner should be made acquainted
with the principal systems of moral philosophy which have existed and been

practically operative among mankind, and should hear what there is to be said for
each: the Anstotelian. the Epicurean, the Stoic. the Judaic, the Christian m the
various modes of its interpretanon, which differ almost as much from one another
as the teachings of those earlier schools. He should be made familiar with the
different standards of right and wrong which have been taken as the basis of ethics.

general utility, natural justice, natural rights, a moral sense, principles of practical
reason, and the rest. Among all these, it _s not so much the teacher's busines_
to take a side, and fight stoutly for some one against the rest, as _t is to direct them
all towards the establishment and prese_'atlon of the rules of conduct most
advantageous to mankind. There is not one of these systems which has not _tsgood
side; not one from which there _snot something to be learnt by the votaries of the
others; not one which is not suggested by a keen, though _tmay not always be a

clear, perception of some important truths, which are the prop of the system, and
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the neglect or undervaluing of which in other systems is their characteristic
infirmity. A system which may be as a whole erroneous, is still _atuable, until it

has forced upon mankind a sufficlent attention to the portion ol truth which
suggested it. The ethical teacher does his part best. when he polnt_ out ho_ each
system may be strengthened even on its own basl_, by taking into more com-
plete account the truths which other systems have reahzed more full_ and made
more prominent. I do not mean that he should encourage an essenuall.x _ceptlcal
eclecticism. While placing every system m the best aspect it admits of, and
endeavouring to draw from all of them the most saluta_ consequences compauble
with their nature, I would by no means debar hm_ from enforcing b_ his be_t
arguments his own preference for some one of the number The', cannot be all true.
though those which are false as theorie_ may contain particular truths, indispens-
able to the completeness of the true theory But on this subject, even more than on

an,,'of those I have previously mentioned, it _snot the teacher's busmes,, to lmpo,,e
his own jud.gme.nt, but to reform and dlsclphn_e th.atol h!s pupil.

And this same clue, lfv_e keep hold of it. will grade u., through the labyrinth or

conflicting thought into which we enter when we touch the great que_tlon of the
relation of.educatlgnjo Le!lglon. As I have already saM. the onl\ reallx effective
rehgious education is the parental--that of home and childhood. All that social and

public education has in ItSpower to do, further than b', a general pervading tone of
reverence and duty, amounts to little more than the mfommt_on ,a hlch it can gl_ e:
but this is extremely valuable. 1 shall not enter into the question which has been
debated with so much vehemence m the last and present generation, whether
rehgion ought to be taught at all m umversltle,, and public ,;chool_. seeing that

rehglon is toe subject of all .oolher.',on ,ahich men',, opinion.,, are mo.,,t aldel_ at
variance. On neither s_de of this controvers', do the dl_putants seem to n:iTr6_ e
sufficiently freed their minds from the old notion of educanon, that 11con,,lStS m

the dogmatic inculcation from authonts, of what the teacher deems true \Vhx
should it be Impossible, that information of the greatest xalue. on subjects
connected with rehglon, should be brought before the student's mind. that he
should be made acquainted with so _mportant a part ol the national thought, and of
the Intellectual labours of past generations, a.,,those relating to rehglon, without
being taught dogmatically the doctrines of any church or sect ' Chrlstmnlt} being a
historical religion, the sort of rehgmus instruction ,._hich seems to me most

appropriate to an Umverslty is the stud,, of ecclesiastical h_stor',, if teaching, even
on matters of scientific certainty, should mm qmte a,,, much at show mg ho_ the
results are arrived at. as at teaching the results th.emselve_, far more, then. should
this be the case on subjects where there is the widest di',ers_tx of opinion among
men of equal ability, and who have taken equal paros tO armve at the truth This
diversity should of itself be a warning to a consclennous teacher that he ha., no right
to impose his opinion authoritatively upon a _outhful mind. H_s teaching should
not be in the spint of dogmatism, but in that of enqmry The pupil should not be
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addressed as if his religion had been chosen for him, but as one who will have to
choose it for himself. The various Churches, established and unestablished, are

quite competent to the task which is peculiarly theirs, that of teaching each ztsown
doctrines, as far as necessary, to ItSown rising generation. The proper business of
an Umversitv is different, not to Le]Lu.sfrom authority what we ought to believe,
and make us accept the belief as a duty, but to give us information and training, and

help us to fo[mour own belief in a manner worthy of intelligent _beings. who seek
for truth at all hazards, and demand to know all the difficulties, in order that they
may be better qualified to find, or recognise, the most satisfactory' mode of
resolving them. The vast importance of these questions--the great results as
regards the conduct of our lives, which depend upon our choosing one belief or
another--are the strongest reasons why we should not trust our judgment when it
has been formed in ignorance of the evidence, and why we should not c_

restricted to a one-side, d teaching, which informs us of what a particular teacher or
association of teachers receive as true doctrine and sound argument, but of nothing
more.

I do not affirm that an University, if it represses free thought and enquiD', must
be altogether a failure, for the freest thinkers have often been trained in the most

slavish seminaries of learning. The great Christian reformers were taught in
Roman Catholic Universities: the sceptical philosophers of France were mostly
educated by the Jesuits. The human mind is sometimes impelled all the more
violently in one direction, b._ an over zealous and demonstrative attempt to drag It
in the opposite. But this is not what Universities are appointed |br--to drive men
from them. even into good, by excess of evil. An University, ought to be a place of

__._ffree s_ecujation. The more diligently it does its dut> m all other respects, the more
certain it is to be that. The old English Universities. in the present generation, are
doing better work than the)' have done within human memory in teaching the
ordinary studies of their curriculum: and one of the consequences has been, that
whereas they formerly seemed to exist mainly for the repression of independent
thought, and the chaining up of the individual intellect and conscience, they are

now the great focl of free and manly enquiry, to the higher and professional
classes, south of the Tweed. The ruling minds of those ancient seminaries have at

last remembered that to place themselves in hostility to the free use of the
understanding, is to abdicate their own best privilege, that of guiding it. A modest
deference, at least provisional, to the united authority of the specially instructed, is
becoming in a youthful and imperfectly formed mind; but when there _sno united

a_ty--when the specially instructed are so divided and scattered that almost
any opinion can boast of some high authority, and no opinion whatever can claim
all; when, therefore, it can never be deemed extremely improbable that one who
uses his mind freely may see reason to change his first opinion; then, whatever you

do, keep, at all risks, your m!nds open: do not barter away your freedom of
thought. Those of you who are destined for the clerical profession are, no doubt, so
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far held to a certain number of doctrines, that if they ceased to believe them they
would not be justifled in remaining in a position in which they would be reqmred to
teach insincerely. But use your influence to make those doctrines as fen as

possible. It is not right that men should be bnbed to hold out against
convictlon--to shut their ears against objections, or. if the objections penetrate, to
continue professing full and unfaltering belief when thmr confidence Is already
shaken. Neither is it nght that if men honestly' profess to have changed some of
their religious opimons, their honest'," should as a matter of course exclude them
from taking a part for whlch they may be admlrabl3 quahfied, in the spmtual
instruction of the nat_on The tendenc`` of the age, on both sides of the ancmnt
Border, is towards the relaxation of formulanes, and a less rigld constructlon of

articles. Thls very mrcumstance, by making the ]imlts of orthodox, _' less defimte,
and obliging every one to draw the hne for hlmse]f, _s an embarrassment to

consciences. But I hold entire]``' with those clergymen who elect to remain m the
national church, so long as they are able to accept its amcles and confessions in any
sense or wlth any interpretatmn consistent wqth common honesty', whether _tbe the
generally recmved interpretatmn or not. If all were to desert the church who put a
large and liberal construction on its terms of commumon, or who would w_shto see

those terms widened, the national provislon for rehgmus teaching and worshlp
would be left utterly to those who take the narrowest, the most hteral, and purel 3
textual vien' of the formulanes; who, though by no means necessanl3 blgots, are
under the great disadvantage of having the bagots for their allies, and nho.
however great their merits may be. and the'`' are often very. great, yet ff the church
Is improvable, are not the most likely persons to improve at Therefore, ff it n'ere
not an impertinence in me to tender advice in such a matter, I should sa_. let all
who consmentmusl_ can, remain m the church. A church Is far more easily
amproved from within than from without. Almost all the illustrious reformers of
religion began by' being clergymen: but they dM not think that thmr professmn as
clergymen was inconsistent wlth being reformers. They mostly indeed ended thmr
days outside the churches in which the', were born: but it nas because the
churches, in an evil hour for themselves, cast them out. The', dM not think tt an_

business of theirs to withdraw. They thought the', had a better right to remain mthe
fold, than those had who expelled them

I have non' said what I had to say' on the two kinds of education which the system
of schools and universities as intended to promote--intellectual education, and
moral education: knowledge and the training of the kno_,mg facultx, con,_cmnce
and that of the moral faculty. These are the two mare ingredients of human culture.
but they do not exhaust the whole of it. There is a thxrd &vision. which. _1
subordinate, and owing allegiance to the two others, asbarely' inferior to them. and
not less needful to the completeness of the human being: 1 mean the aesthenc
branch; the culture which comes through poetry, and art, and max be described as
the education of the feelings, and the cultwation of the beautiful. Th_s depart-
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ment of things deserves to be regarded in a far more serious light than is the custom
of these countries. It is only of late, and chiefly by a superficial imitation of
foreigners, that we have begun to use the word Art by itself, and to speak of Art as
we speak of Science, or Government, or Rehgion: we used to talk of the Arts, and
more specifically of the Fine Arts: and even by them were vulgarly meant only two
forms of art, Painting and Sculpture, the two which as a people we cared least
about--which were regarded even by the more cultivated among us as little more
than branches of domestic ornamentation, a kind of elegant upholstery. The very
words "Fine Arts" called up a notion of frivohty, of great pains expended on a
rather trifling object---on something which differed from the cheaper and
commoner arts of producing pretty things, mainly by being more difficult, and by
giving fops an opportunity of pluming themselves on canng for it and on being able
to talk about it. This estimate extended m no small degree, though not altogether.
even to poetry; the queen of arts, but. in Great Britain, hardly included under the
name. It cannot exactly be said that poetry wa_ httle thought of, we were proud of
our Shakespeare and Mdton, and in one period at least of our history, that of Queen
Anne, it was a high hterary distraction to be a poet: but poetry was hardly looked
upon in any serious light, or as having much value except as an amusement or
excitement, the supenority of which over others principally consisted in being that
of a more refined order of minds. Yet the celebrated saying of Fletcher of Saltoun,
"'Let who will make the laws of a people ff I write their songs, "q'_l might have
taught us how great an instrument for acting on the human mind we were
undervaluing. It would be difficult for anybody to imagine that "'Rule Britannia,'"

for example, or "'Scots wha hae, "'l+! had no permanent influence on the higher
region of human character, some of Moore's songs have done more for Ireland
than all Grattan's speeches: and songs are far from being the highest or most
impressive form of poetry. On these subjects, the mode of thinking and feeling of
other countries was not only not intelligible, but not credible, to an average
Enghshman. To find Art ranking on a complete equahty, m theory at least, with
Philosophy, Learning, and Science--as holding an equally important place among
the agents of civilization and among the elements of the worth of humanity: to find

even painting and sculpture treated as great social powers, and the art of a countr3
as a feature m its character and condition, little inferior m importance to e_ther its

religmn or its government, all this only did not amaze and puzzle Enghshmen,
because it was too strange for them to be able to realize it, or, in truth, to believe _t
possible: and the radical difference of feeling on this matter between the British

[*Cf. Andrew Fletcher, An At count of a Conversation Concermng a Rtght Regulatton

of Governments for the Common Good of Mankind (Edinburgh: n.p , 1704), p. I0. ]
[+James Thomson and David Mallei, "'An Ode" ["Rule. Bntannm"], m Alfred' A

Masque (London: Mfllar, 1740), and Robert Bums. "'Scots wha hac wl Wallace bled"
_1794), m Works, new ed.. 2 pts (London. Tegg, etal : Dubhn Mllliken, etat.: Glasgow,
Griffin, 1824), Pt. II, p. 254 ]
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people and those of France, Germany, and the Continent generally, is one among
the causes of that extraordinary inability to understand one another, which exists
between England and the rest of Europe, while it does not exist to anything hke the
same degree between one nation of Continental Europe and another It may be
traced to the two influences which have chiefly" shaped the Bnnsh character since
the days of the Stuarts. commercial money-getting business, and rehglous
Puritanism. Business, demanding the whole of the faculties, and whether pursued
from duty' or the love of gain, regarding as a loss of time whatever does not
conduce directly to the end: Puritanism, which looking upon ever_ feehng of
human nature, except fear and reverence tor God. as a snare, if not as partaking of
sin, looked coldly, if not disapprovingly, on the cultivation of the sentiments.
Different causes have produced different effects in the Continental nanons, among
whom it is even nob obser_'able that wrtue and goodness are generally for the most
part an affair of the sentiments, while with us they are almost exclus_vel? an affalr
of duty. Accordingly', the kind of advantage whtch we have had over many other
countries in point of morals--i am not sure that _ e are not losing it--has consisted
m greater tenderness of conscience. In this we have had on the whole a real
supenonD, though one pnnmpally neganve: for conscience is with most men a

power chiefly" m the way of restramt--a power which acts rather m staying our
hands from any' great wickedness, than b_, the direction it gives to the general

course of our desires and sentiments. One of the commonest - types of character
among.us is that of a man all whose ambition is self-regarding, who has no higher

purpose m life than to ennch or rinse m the world himself and hl,_ family, who
never dreams of making the good of his fellow-creatures or of his countr_ an

habitual object, further than giving awa?. annuallx or from time to rime. certain
sums in charity': but who, has a con>cience sincerely ahve to whatever is generally
considere d wrong, and would scruple to use anx _ery illegmmate mean_ for
attaining his self-interested objects. While it w fit 9ft_enhap_penm other countne>
that men whose feelings and whose active energies txnnt strongly m,a_ish
direction, who have the love of their country, of human improvement, of human

freedom, even of virtue, in great strength, and of whose thought,_ and acu_itx a
large share is devoted to disinterested objects, will yet. in the pursmt of these or of
any other objects that they' strongly desire, permit themselves to do wrong things
which the other man, though mtrmslcall_, and taking the whole of his character,
tarther removed from what a human being ought to be, cot!}d not bring himself to
commit. It is of no use to debate which of these two states of mind is the best. or

rather the least bad. It is quite possible to cultivate the conscience and the
sentiments too. Nothing hinders us from so training a man that he _ ill not. even for

a disinterested purpose, violate the moral law, and also feeding and encouraging
those high feelings, on which _xemainly" rely"for hftmg men above low and sordid
obje_efs,-ii-fi_t}]ving them a highei: conception of what consmutes succes_ in life. If
we wish men to practise virtue, it is worth while try'rag to make them love virtue,
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and feel it an object in itself, and not a tax paid for leave to pursue other objects
It is worth training them to feel. not only actual wrong or actual meanness, but
the absence of noble aims and endeavours, as not merely blameable but also
degrading: to have a feeling of the miserable smallness of mere self m the face of

this great universe, of the collective mass of our fellow creatures, in the face of past
history and of the indefinite future--the poorness and insignificanc_ Qf_uman hfe
if it is to be al! spent in making things comfortab[efor_0urselves and our kin. and
raising ourselves and them a step or two on the social ladder. Thus feeling, we
learn to respect ourselves only so far as we feel capable of nobler objects: and if

unfortunately those by whom we are surrounded do not share our aspirations.
perhaps disapprove the conduct to which we are prompted by them--to sustain
ourselves by the ideal sympathy of the great characters m hlstoD', or even in

fiction, and by the con!emplation Of aE iflealized posterity: shall I add. of ideal
perfection embodied in a Divine Being'? Now. of this elevated tone of mind the

great source of inspiration is poetry, and all hterature so far as it _s poeUcal and
artistic. We may imbibe exalted feelings from Plato. or Demosthenes. or Tacitus,
but it is in so far as those great men are not solely philosophers or orators or
historians, but poets and artists. Nor _s it onl) loftines_.only the heroic feelings.
that are bred by poetic cultivauon. Its power is as great m calming the soul as in
elevating it--in fostering the milder emotions, as the more exalted. It brings home
to us all those aspects of life which take hold of our nature on its unselfish side. and
lead us to identify our joy and grief with the good Or ill of the system of which we
form a part: andfiqI those solemn or pensive feelings, which, without having anx

direct apphcation to conduct, incline us to take life seriously, and predispose us to
the reception of anything which comes before us in the shape of duty. Who does
not feel a better man after a course of Dante, or of Wordsworth, or, I will add, of

Lucretius or the Georgics. or after brooding over Gray's Elegy, or Shelley's "'Hymn
to Intellectual Beauty"? I*l I have spoken of poetD', but all the other modes of art
produce similar effects m their degree. The races and nations whose senses are
naturally finer and their sensuous perceptions more exercised than ours, receive
the same kind of impressions from painting and sculpture: and man 5'of the more

delicately organized among ourselves do the same, All the arts of expression tend
to keep alive and in activity the feelings they express Do you think that the great

Italian painters would have filled the place they did in the European mind, would

[*For the specific titles referred to. see Lucrenus, De rerum natura (Latin and Enghsh).
trans. W.H.D. Rouse (London. Heinemann: New York' Putnam's Sons, 1924). Virgil.
Georgics, in Virgil (Latin and Enghsh). trans. H. Rushton Falrclough. 2 vols. (London
Heinemann; New York:Putnam's Sons, 1922), Vol. I, pp. 80-236; Thomas Grey, An Elegx
Wrote tn a Country Church Yard, in Works, ed. Thomas James Mathms, 2 vols. (London
Porter, 1814), Vol I, pp. 57-63, andPercy Bysshe Shelley. "Hymn to Intellectual Beauty,'"
in Rosalind and Helen, a Modern Eclogue; wtth Other Poems (London: Oilier, 1819).
pp. 87-91. The references to Dante and Wordsworth are to their writings m general ]
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have been umversallv ranked among the greatest men of their t_me, If their

productions had done nothing for it but to serve as the decoration of a public hall or
a private salon? Their Nativities and Crucifixions, their glorious Madonnas and
Saints, were to their susceptible Southern countrymen the great school not only of
devotional, but of all the elevated and all the imaginative feelings. We colder
Northerns may approach to a conception of this function of art when we hsten to an

oratorio of Handel, or give ourselves up to the emotions excited b_ a Gothic
cathedral. Even apart from an), specxfic emotional expression, the mere con-

templation of beauty of a high order produces m no small degree this elevating
effect on the character. The power of natural scenery addresses xtself to the same

region of human nature which corresponds to Art. There are few'capable of feeling
the sublimer order of natural beaut)', such as your own Highlands and other
mountain regions afford, who are not. at least temporarily', raised bx it above the

littlenesses of humanity', and made to feel the puenhty of the peR)' objects which
set men's interests at variance, contrasted with the nobler pleasures which all
m_ght share. To whatever avocations we may be called in hfe. let us never quash
these susceptibihtles within us. but carefully seek the opportumties ol maintaining
them in exercise. The more prosaic our ordinary duties, the more necessar_ it _s to

keep up the tone of our minds by frequent visits to that higher region of thought and
feeling, m which eve_' work seems dignified in proportion to the ends for which.
and the spirit m which, it is done: where we learn, while eagerl) seizing everx
opportumty of exercising higher faculties and performing higher duues, to regard
all useful and honest work as a public function, g'h_ch may be ennobled bv the

mode of performing it--which has not properly any other noblhtv than g hat that
gives--and which, ff ever so humble, is never mean but when it is meanlx done.
and when the motives from which it is done are mean motives. There is. besides, a

natural affinity between goodness and the culuvauon of the Beautiful. _ hen it is
real cultivation, and not a mere unguided instinct He who has learnt what beautx
is, if he be of a virtuous character, will desire to realize it in h_sown hfe--g _ilkeep
before himself a type of perfect beaut)' in human character, to light his attempts at
self-culture. There is a true meaning in the saying of Goethe. though liable to be
misunderstood and perverted, that the Beautiful is greater than the Good. _*' for it

includes the Good, and adds something to it: it is the Good made perfect, and fitted
with all the collateral perfections which make it a finished and completed thing
Now, this sense of perfection, which gould make us demand trom ever', creation
of man the ve_' utmost that it ought to give. and render us intolerant of the smaitest
fault in ourselves or m anything we do. _sone of the results, of Art cultivation. No

other human productions come so near to perfection as works of pure Art. In all
other things, we are, and may reasonablx be. satisfied if the degree of excellence

[*This saying has not been found m Johann ",A'olfgang_on Goethe. Mill xer', llkelx took
Itfrom Thomas Carlyle. On Heroe._.Hero-t_,orshlp. and ttu Hermc m Ht_t_,rat London
Fraser, 1841).p 1321
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is as great as the object immediately in view seems to us to be worth: but in Art,
the perfection _sitself the object. If I were to define Art, I should be inclined to call
it, the endeavour after perfection in execution. If we meet with even a piece of
mechanical work which bears the marks of being done in this spirit--which Is done
as if the workman loved it, and tried to make it as good as possible, though
something less good would have answered the purpose for which It was ostensibly
made--we say that he has worked like an artist. Art, when really cultivated, and

not merely practised empirically, maintains, what it first gave the conception of.
an Ideal Beauty, to be eternally aimed at, though surpassing what can be actually
attained; and by this idea it trains us never to be completely satisfied with
imperfection in what we ourselves do and are: to idealize, as much as possible.
ever3,." work we do, and most of all, our own characters and lives.

And now, having travelled with you over the whole range of the materials and
training which an University supphes as a preparation for the higher uses of hfe, it
is almost needless to add an 3'exhortation to vou to profit bv the gift Now is x,our
opportunity for gaining a degree of insight into subjects larger and far more
ennobling than the n_lnt,tiae of a business or a profession, and for acqulnng a
facility of using you_-m!:,ds on all that concerns the higher mterest,_ of man. which
you will carry with ,,ou into the occupations of active life, and which will prevent
even the short interxals of time which that may leave you, from being altogether
lost for noble purposes. Having once conquered the first difficulties, the onl 3 ones
of which the _rksomeness surpasses the interest; having turned the point beyond
which what was once a task becomes a pleasure; in even the busiest after-hfe, the
higher powers of your mind will make progress lmperceptibl._, by the spontaneous
exercise of your thoughts, and by the lessons you wdl know how' to learn from
daily experience. So, at least, it will be ff m your earl_ studies you have fixed your
eyes upon the ultimate end from which those studies take their chief value--that of

making you more effective combatants in the great fight which never ceases to ragc
between Good and Evil, and more equal to coping with the ever new problem_
which the changing course of human nature and human societ3 present to be
resolved. Aims like these commonly retain the footing which they have once
established in the mind; and their presence in our thoughts keeps our higher
faculties in exercise, and makes us consider the acquirements and powers which
we store up at any time of our lives, as a mental capital, to be freely expended m
helping forward any mode which presents itself of making mankind in an3 respect
wiser or better, or placing any portion of human affairs on a more sensible and

rational footing than its existing one. There is not one of us who may not quahf_
h_mself so to improve the average amount of opportunmes, as to leave h_s fello_
creatures some little the better for the use he has known how to make of hl_

intellect. To make this little greater, let us strive to keep ourselves acquainted w_th
the best thoughts that are brought forth by the original minds of the age; that we
may know what movements stand most in need of our aid, and that, as far a,_
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depends on us, the good seed may not fall on a rock. and perish without reaching
the soil in which it might have germinated and flourished) *_You are to be a part of
the public who are to welcome, encourage, and help forward the future intellectual
benefactors of humanity; and you are, if possible, to furmsh your contingent to the
number of those benefactors. Nor let any one be discouraged by what ma._ seem. m
moments of despondency', the lack of time and of opportunity Those who knob
hob' to employ' opportunities will often find that the 5'can create them: and what be
achieve depends less on the amount of time we possess, than on the use we make of
our time. You and your hke are the hope and resource of your countr_ m the
coming generation. All great things which that generation is destined to do. have to
be done bv some like you: several will assuredly' be done by-persons for bhom
society has done much less, to whom it has given far less preparanon, than those

whom I am now addressing. I do not attempt to instigate you bx the prospect of
direct rewards, either earthly or heavenly: the less be think about being rewarded

m either way, the better for us. But there is one reward bhlch bill not fail you,
and which ma,, be called disinterested, because it is not a consequence, but is
inherent in the ver_' fact of deserving _t. the deeper and more varied interest you
will feel in life. which will give it tenfold its value, and a value which will last to
the end, All merely personal obtects grob less valuable as we advance in life' this
not only endures but Increases.

[*Cf. Luke. 8.6 ]
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